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Abstract  
 
This narrative case study examines a high achieving STEM based high school and its 
ability to attract, retains, and engage female students. Given the recent importance placed 
on STEM graduates and STEM careers it is important for schools to understand how they 
can engage traditionally underserved minorities in STEM fields. The research used a 
series of semi-structured interviews in an attempt to understand the point of view of the 
female student participants to try to comprehend the factors that allowed one school to 
not only attract female students to its program, but also to retain them and keep them 
engaged throughout their education.
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                                                         STEM Education: 
Preparing students for success in the 21st Century in America. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
The purpose of this research is understand how female high school students are 
attracted to, retained by, and engaged in learning at a high achieving suburban high 
school that focuses on science, technology, engineering and mathematics, more 
commonly referred to as STEM. Since the implementation of “The No Child Left Behind 
Act of 2001” (NCLB) to address what has been classified as the American Education 
system failures, schools have sought new and innovative approaches to help their 
students become high achieving (Fusarelli, 2004, (“Making Failure Matter,” n.d.). As a 
result, the focus in many school districts has shifted towards STEM learning, which has 
traditionally underrepresented minority students including women African Americans, 
Latinos, as well as many others  (Whalen & Shelly, 2010; Bybee, 2010). The call for a 
focus on the hard sciences has been dominant in the American political landscape since 
the early 1980’s reports were given to Congress warning that our inability to remain 
innovative in STEM fields would allow the rest of industrialized countries to surpass our 
prior accomplishments (Banning, 2011; Singer, 2011). 
STEM education has become a focus for improving student performance and as a 
result, has started to attract the attention of high achieving schools (Kuenzi, 2008) 
specifically those which seek to maintain their dominance as well as by schools 
desperately searching for a panacea response to their student achievement problems. 
However, this enthusiasm has created more confusion with an already less than clear 
definition of what STEM encompasses and what it means to the many people who use the 
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acronym (Briener 2012).  STEM education as an idea has been discussed in the American 
political arena since the early 1980’s when the National Commission on Excellence in 
Education made mention of the impending need for science and technological literacy 
(Beiener, 2012). Furthermore, the need for a paradigm shift in American education and 
career preparation to focus more on STEM centered fields of study is necessary in order 
for America to continue to be a dominant global force: 
Without basic scientific literacy, adults cannot participate effectively in a world 
increasingly shaped by Science and technology. Without a flourishing scientific 
and engineering community, young people are not motivated to dream of “what 
can be,” and they will have no motivation to become the next generation of 
scientists and engineers who can address persistent national problems, including 
national and homeland security, healthcare, the provision of energy, the 
preservation of the environment, and the growth of the economy, including the 
creation of jobs (Beiener, 2012).   
 
Complicating the education landscape even further is the fact that while STEM 
based schools seem to help improve student achievement and engagement, they’re 
simultaneously known for not being welcoming to female students in particular (Robelen, 
2012; Anonymous, 2012). This problem goes beyond the world of K-12 education and 
persists through university level enrollment and into the workplace where currently 
females continue to make strides but are still underrepresented in the fields at large 
(Wang & Degol, 2016; Liben, 2015).  
In an effort to increase student achievement, the Nova school district has adopted 
a STEM education model for one of its three high schools. The Nova School District is 
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an affluent district located in the western suburbs of Philadelphia; it operates ten 
elementary schools, two middle schools, a sixth grade center and three high schools 
serving approximately 12,000 students (“Best Schools in Downingtown Area School 
District - SchoolDigger.com,” n.d.). The district is extremely financially stable in recent 
years and has the benefit of a wealth of technological resources at its disposal. The 
district has encouraged teachers to use what technology that they deem to be the most 
beneficial way to meet their diverse students’ needs. School District Nova has two 
traditional High Schools and one magnet high school that focuses on a STEM model 
hereafter referred to as School Pulsar, School Quasar, and the STEM school will be 
designated Helio. In 2007, facing overcrowding and underperforming schools, Nova’s 
new Superintendent (designated Sirius) was charged to help address these growing 
concerns. This new leader decided to reject traditional school models and instead forged 
ahead by convening public forums and committees to find a different path for the district 
to take. The result was designed to 
attract academically diverse students with significant interest in the STEM fields. 
A one-to-one laptop initiative school, Helio offers an academically challenging 
program of study that exposes students to a variety of Science and technology 
courses and employs the International Baccalaureate (IB) curriculum. In addition 
to various learning opportunities in the classroom, the Helio also facilitates STEM 
related career exploration for all students through its community partnerships 
(2013, January 1). 
 
In an effort to make admission to Helio as both fair and diverse as possible, the 
admissions criterion for the school was kept very broad (“College Counseling & Student 
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Services / Applying to the Academy,” n.d.). Specifically, eighth grade students residing 
in the Nova School district are eligible for admission to Helio provided they had 
completed Algebra I prior to the start of their freshman year (this is not as prohibitive as 
it sounds as most of School District Nova’s students complete this basic requirement), 
earned a “C” average in all core classes in 6th, 7th, and 8th grades (specifically according 
to School District Nova policy and procedures, a “C” average is as low as a 70%), and 
submitted an application, which includes essays and a teacher recommendation. All 
application essays are triple blind scored by a team of School District Nova professionals 
(usually members of the teaching staff of Helio). Each year, approximately 200 students 
are offered admission out of the approximately 450 that apply with the remainder being 
placed on a ranked wait list according to their application scores. Should a student decide 
to not attend Helio, the next student, or group of students if scores are tied are offered 
entrance to Helio (2013, January 1). 
Applications for admission to Helio have been consistent since it first opened its 
doors in 2011 with a freshman and a sophomore class. Each year more than double the 
amount that can be accepted apply for admission to Helio. Contrary to what is currently 
being reported throughout the country by Robelen in 2012, the students who apply for 
admission to Helio are equally male and female, with 51% of its first graduating class 
reporting as female (Senior Survey, 2014). This data is particularly interesting because 
current reports state that women occupy as few as 24% of the current STEM workforce in 
America (Curran, 2014). The reasons for this gap are as numerous as they are varied, but 
reports state the lack of female role models in STEM fields and gender stereotyping as 
the most often cited deterrents to STEM careers (Curran, 2014). 
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Additionally, 100% of the first graduating class of Helio attended four-year 
institutions with over 84% of graduates declaring their intended majors in STEM fields 
(Senior Survey, 2014).  Despite the national opinion proclaiming the worrisome state of 
STEM education and the lack of women in STEM fields, District Nova has managed to 
avoid many of the traditional pitfalls of STEM education program. 
Since 2009 all teachers in Nova School District have participated in professional 
development activities focused on differentiated instruction with the expectation being 
that the teachers of School District Nova, will have made changes in their instructional 
practices and beliefs as result of this training. Teachers throughout the district used the 
technology at their disposal in a variety of ways to convey instructional materials and 
information, in an effort to better meet the diverse demands of their students. 
Specifically, several teachers throughout the district have made use of this technology to 
“flip” their classrooms (where recorded video lectures are homework and practice is done 
in class), adopted project-based learning that incorporates technology, the incorporation 
of technology, while others have simply gone paperless. All of these instructional 
practices became the norm at Helio, being implemented at the teacher’s discretion in the 
two traditional schools Pulsar and Quasar. The goal of these strategies was to allow 
learners to learn at a more individualized pace while allowing the teacher to provide 
support for the application of learning. 
Additionally, Helio based its education philosophy on the book Mindset by Carol 
Dweck, which resulted in the school’s motto, “Effort Create Intelligence” (Dweck, 2006). 
When new staff members are hired, they are provided with a copy of the book and meet 
with the school’s administrative staff to discuss the core principles of the book and how 
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to best apply its ideas in the classroom. The administrative team at Helio has also held 
book study groups with students and parents where the book is read prior to the start of 
freshmen year and discussed with other students entering Helio, members of Helio’s 
teaching staff and administration as well as parents. This has resulted in the school 
adopting a reassessment policy where students develop action plans alongside their 
teachers to help them identify issues in understanding and study habits that may have 
negatively impacted a student’s performance. The resulting culture has students and 
teachers as partners in learning, and helps to develop a strong rapport while working to 
change the traditional school model. 
Going even further at Helio, an alternative curriculum was enacted as well to 
allow teachers to foster non-traditional teaching techniques but, also as an effort to 
change the existing teaching mindset. While Schools Pulsar and Quasar are ranked as 
high achieving Advanced Placement Honor Role schools, Helio chose the International 
Baccalaureate programme (“DHS East Backpack / Forms and Publications,” n.d.). The 
International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Programme is considered to be a rigorous 
liberal arts curriculum that prepares 11th and 12th grade students for university study 
(IBO, 2014). Helio students predominantly participate in the full IB Diploma Program, 
which consists of a minimum of six IB courses, the Theory of Knowledge course, the 
Extended Essay, and Creativity, Action, and Service (CAS) (IBO, 2014). Those students 
who do not choose to participate in the full diploma program instead pursue IB 
certificates in each of the disciplines they are studying. To prepare students for the 
International Baccalaureate Programme, Helio offers “Pre-Diploma” classes for all 9th 
and 10th grade students. As a result of this intense curriculum, the graduating seniors of 
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2014 participated in over 14,500 hours of lab time in physics, biology and chemistry 
classes (“College Counseling & Student Services / Applying to the Academy,” n.d.). 
These classes are offered in the context of a modified block schedule that allows for 
additional “lab time” in every subject including the Sciences. Finally, students participate 
in an intensive career pathways program, college/university dual enrollment 
opportunities, and field study experiences known as the STEM Practicum experience 
(IBO, 2014). 
These practicum experiences allow students at Helio the opportunity during the 
junior and senior years to explore a specific STEM career area of interest through course 
work, trips, speakers, research, and university-based activities. The courses are housed in 
four academies offered by Helio, which reflect STEM fields and each academy 
culminates in an individualized capstone activity, or STEM Practicum. Currently Helio 
has the following academies available to students: 1) Academy of Corporate and 
Mathematical Innovation, 2) Academy of Health, Medicine and Biology, 3) Academy of 
Applied Science and Engineering, and 4) Academy of Technology, Media and 
Communications (“College Counseling & Student Services / Applying to the Academy,” 
n.d.).  
This STEM Practicum is the culmination of students’ work and experiences in 
their STEM Pathways, further developing their critical thinking and practical work skills. 
The practicum also provides them with the opportunity to make informed decisions 
regarding their future career choices. The practicum includes a career exploration 
independent research project, or STEM related College Course. The career exploration is 
a 21-hour on-site experience with the STEM Academy’s business partners (IBO, 2014). 
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This program allows students to explore STEM careers through definitively attaching 
themselves to a particular field, which they wish to explore. As a result of job shadowing, 
the class of 2014 completed over 3600 hours of internships that exposed them to the 
career options of a STEM field. 
Statement of the Problem 
In 2012, the College Board determined that one third of public schools in America 
are currently failing to meet the needs of their students as measured by state testing 
initiatives (College Board, 2012). Furthermore, in its annual college and career readiness 
report, the SAT found in 2012 that 57% of students who took the SAT failed to meet their 
established benchmarks (College Board, 2012). Despite this poor performance at the 
national level, some schools have been deemed as success stories and high achieving, 
such as School Helio in Nova School District. Schools across the United States are 
attempting to determine the most effective means to improve their student performance 
on standardized tests, and many are implementing STEM programs in an effort to reverse 
their current negative performance trends, or simply to improve their performance on 
these tests (“Science, Technology, Engineering and Math,” n.d.). However, STEM 
programs have often been unwelcoming environments for minority students, who often 
do not see role models in these fields or receive the support necessary to pursue the 
STEM fields, this is especially true concerning women who have for decades been 
underrepresented in STEM fields (Emeagwali, 2016). 
The purpose of this research is to conduct an narrative case study to analyze the 
school experience of female STEM students at Helio to attempt to determine why the 
Helio educational experience is so successful and attractive for female students in District 
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Nova. Moreover, it will determine how the female students of Helio perceive their 
experience as different from a traditional high school experience of their peers.  
Purpose Statement 
The purpose of this research is to develop a richer understanding of the ways that 
female high school students were attracted by, retained by, and engaged in learning by a 
rigorous STEM high school. This will help school leaders and teachers in secondary 
classrooms move forward by informing them of ways to engage and attract female 
students to STEM programs they hope to implement.  
Research Questions  
Research Question: 
 Given the global trend of the importance of STEM fields for the 21st century, 
schools need to develop an understanding of what attracts, engages and retains female 
students to Helio.  
1. In what ways do female students perceive their educational experience at Helio as 
being supportive and engaging? 
2. Why are female students attracted to a rigorous STEM focused high school like 
Helio? 
3. What factors impact the retention of female students in a STEM focused high 
school like Helio? 
Conceptual Framework 
The researcher believes that this issue is best studied from a qualitative approach 
with a focus on a narrative methodology. As this research focused on having the student 
participants share their stories about their educational experiences, the researcher has 
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attempted to retell those experiences in such a way as to develop a meaningful 
understanding of the students and their experiences. This research will take on a post 
positivist stance. Specifically, the information gathered from this study will be explored 
and analyzed to best represent the shared experiences of four female students at Helio. 
The researcher will conduct four semi-structured interviews with student volunteers in an 
attempt to best capture the average female student experience at Helio. It is the hope of 
the researcher that they will have developed a deep bond with the participants, and which 
will result in a clearer understanding of the questions posed by this research (Creswell, 
2012). 
Assumptions and Limitations 
 The researcher as male is limited in his own understanding of the female 
experience. It is the belief of the researcher that through the deep bond created through 
this process that the students would be authentic and honest in their replies (Creswell, 
2012).  However, all students were informed of their status as anonymous participants, so 
it is assumed by the researcher that the events related to them are honest and accurate.  
Given the researcher’s fifteen-year career as an educator in a K-12 public school setting, 
as well as the combined years of leadership experience within school district Nova, the 
following assumptions have been stated for the record. 
Education Reform: 
 Americans are concerned more now than in recent history with improving and 
maintaining its position as a leader in the world (Wiliam, 2010). This has resulted in an 
unprecedented amount of legislation seeking to improve the American education system 
so as to allow it to reclaim its position as a leader in K-12 education. The most 
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recognized piece of legislation seeking to rectify this situation is the No Child Left 
Behind Act of 2001 (Fusarelli, 2004; Wiliam, 2010). This single piece of legislation has 
had a profound impact with its mandates about informed instruction practices and the 
creation of high stakes testing in every state. The assumption concerning No Child Left 
Behind is that all teachers have in fact responded to the provisions of the law and, as 
such, have in some way changed their instructional practices and beliefs. Furthering what 
the NCLB act started is what has been dubbed the, “Every Student Succeeds Act, or 
ESSA, which as passed in 2015 and continues the main provisions of NCLB with focus 
on students succeeding on standards based assessments (Chenoweth, 2016). 
Student Achievement: 
 The guiding force of the No Child Left Behind legislation is the assumption that 
all students have within them the potential to achieve proficiency on content matter. 
Furthermore, the idea is implied that teachers in America were not performing their 
expected duties, especially in the fields of math and sciences. In fact, many share this 
perception and one need only turn on the national news to become privy to the discussion 
on the apparent failure of the American public education system. The College Board 
recently published its reports on College and Career Readiness and an astounding 57% of 
students who took the SAT test in 2012 did not meet their standard for being prepared for 
life beyond high school, as measured by the SAT test (SAT, 2012). District Nova’s two 
traditional high schools (Pulsar and Quasar) with both currently ranked in the top nine 
percent of public high schools in the state. Even more so at Helio which was named the 
number one public high school by the state and its School Performance Profile rating 
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system for the 2013-2014 school year (SPP Website cite needed). With so many schools 
nation wide struggling, District Nova has remained on the cutting edge of achievement.  
STEM Education 
 It is assumed that the students who self selected and applied to be students at 
Helio have a genuine interest in STEM fields. Furthermore it is the assumption of the 
researcher that this genuine interest is a main motivating force for students at Helio and a 
factor in the school’s ability to preform well on state standardized testing. Additionally, it 
is assumed that the teaching beliefs and practices at Helio are delivered by teachers who 
share not only share the core values of students at Helio, but also are focused on STEM 
learning techniques mentioned earlier.  
Definition of Terms 
Diverse Learners 
The current terminology used to describe the complex variety of students that 
exist in classrooms; often defined as students who are distinguished from mainstream 
students by social class, ethnicity, learning differences, or language (Au  &  B lake ,  
2003 ) .  
Emerging Technologies 
New technologies that are currently developing or will be developed over the next 
five to ten years, and which will substantially alter education and society. These include 
information technology, wireless data communication, and man machine communication 
(Rosen, 2011). 
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Differentiated Instruction 
An instructional strategy for providing students distinctive avenues to acquire class 
content for processing and understanding content ideas for more effective learning 
(Tomlinson, 2001). 
STEM  
An acronym for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics, commonly used to 
describe schools whose focus is on these fields, or the additional incorporation of a focus 
in these disciplines (Benbow, 2012). 
STEM Practicum 
A culminating program for the students of Helio where they go complete a job shadow in 
a stem field (“College Counseling & Student Services / Applying to the Academy,” n.d.). 
STEM Pathways 
One of four schools within the school environment at Helio that allows students to focus 
their interests on particular STEM fields, culminates with the STEM Practicum 
experience.  (“College Counseling & Student Services / Applying to the Academy,” n.d.) 
IB Diploma Programme 
Founded in 1968, the International Baccalaureate® (IB) is a non-profit educational 
foundation offering four highly respected programmes of international education that 
develop the intellectual, personal, emotional and social skills needed to live, learn and 
work in a rapidly globalizing world (“Diploma Programme,” n.d.) 
IB Certificates  
Recognition provided to students who do not complete the entire IB Diploma Programme 
that verify the successful completion of IB coursework   (“Diploma Programme,” n.d.) 
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STEM Education: 
Attracting and Retaining Female Students in Secondary STEM Programs. 
Chapter 2 Introduction 
In classrooms all across the country, there are a variety of students with diverse 
sets of needs. Students now are classified as Gifted Learners, English Language Learners, 
Special Needs Students (those who have learning differences and have been given 
Individualized Education Plans), students of low socio-economic status, and traditional 
students (Fusarelli, 2004). This has resulted in many educators adapting their 
instructional beliefs and practices as well as trying to determine what are the best 
practices to reach all of the students in their classrooms. Additionally, the news media 
continues to report the United States failure to compete with the rest of the world in the 
realm of math and science (Chappell, n.d.). For a teacher to successfully manage these 
factors as isolated incidents they seem like resolvable issues, yet when they are combined 
and placed into a larger context of the failings of the American education system, they 
become a clear call to action. 
In order to be competitive globally the United States must have,  “a workforce 
with deep technical and personal skills, and for a STEM-literate citizenry prepared to 
address the grand challenges of the 21st century” (Bybee, 2010; NRC 2011; Donovan and 
Bransford 2005). Complicating this in America is the performance, or rather the 
underperformance of students in math and science, including recent reports that rank 
American students as 28th in math and science literacy testing and 20th globally for the 
amount of students who graduate with STEM degrees worldwide (Congress Report 
Kuenzi, 2008) 
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  In the face of issues such as overcrowding and underperforming schools, School 
District Nova’s new Superintendent Sirius built on the work on the previous 
Superintendent, to help resolve these growing concerns. This new leader rejected 
traditional school models and answers and instead forged ahead by convening public 
forums and committees to map out a different path for the district. Through these 
conversations and the research of district employees, a new model was designed in the 
hope of, “attract[ing] academically diverse students with significant interest in the STEM 
fields.” This school, known in this research as Helio, offers the International 
Baccalaureate Programme that is considered to be an academically challenging program 
of study exposing students to a variety of science and technology courses (IBO, 2014). In 
addition to various learning opportunities in the classroom, Helio also facilitates STEM 
related career exploration for all students through its community partnerships. As a result, 
the students at Helio are exposed to a non-traditional learning and school environment 
quite different from a traditional high school experience.  
Problem Statement 
 
Despite only having been in existence for less than six years at the time of this 
writing Helio was ranked as the number one public high school in the state twice, and 
remained in the top twenty performing schools in the commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
every other year (Report, n.d.). These rankings are the result of Pennsylvania’s new 
School Performance Profile (SPP), which ranks schools according to standardized test 
performance, rigor of curriculum and many other factors (Dunbar, 2013). Currently, one 
third of public schools in America fail to meet the needs of their students as measured by 
state testing initiatives (College Board, 2012). Furthermore, in its annual college and 
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career readiness report, the SAT found in 2012 that 57% of students who took the SAT 
failed to meet established benchmarks (College Board, 2012). HELIO’s students have 
consistently scored well on these standardized assessments not just at the local level, as 
well as at the state level, additionally it was recently recognized at the national level too 
when it was ranked the 58th best school in America by US News and World reports 
(“America’s Top High Schools 2016,” 2016). The purpose of this research is to conduct a 
narrative research design study of the school experience of four female students at Helio, 
which will attempt to determine why the Helio educational experience is so successful 
and attractive for female students in Nova School District. Moreover, it will determine 
how the female students of Helio perceive their experience as different from the 
traditional high school experience of their peers.  
Conceptual Framework 
The initial focus of this research was the concept of education reform since it has 
been a driving force in American education for the past decade (Groen, 2012). The 
advent of the No Child Left Behind Act and its related offspring has put public education 
into a state of change. Teachers and educational leaders must be informed on these 
changes and the implications the implementation can bring to the school community. 
Additionally, the concept of student achievement will be addressed. Student achievement 
is the driving force of education reform (Dee, Jacob, Hoxby, & Ladd, 2010) 
However, in the era of No Child Left Behind, achievement for all students, and the 
resulting data is to be reported in a manner that showcases the performance of sub-groups 
including gender (Yeagley, 2003). NCLB has mandated the manner in which student 
achievement is measured, and schools thrive or suffer from their ability to meet the needs 
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of all of the learners they serve. Understanding how best to maximize student 
achievement for female students is a major component of this study. Finally, there will be 
a discussion of STEM education. A definition of what STEM education is, as well as a 
brief history and the known issues with minorities in STEM education and STEM fields 
will be outlined. Schools seem to be rushing into STEM style education methods as the 
panacea response for failing schools across the country as well as simultaneously 
preparing students to be competitive in a global society. 
The first concentration of the research of this study is on student achievement. For 
the purpose of this literature review, the concept of student achievement and its 
definition, and how it impacts education needs to be examined. A major concept is the 
sub groupings mandated under the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. These sub 
groupings require that student populations be broken down into a series of groupings 
based on identifying characteristics. All sub groups must continually make progress and 
improve or a school cannot be classified as making its adequate yearly progress for 
student achievement (Hall, Howerton, & Jones, 2008; Wiener & Hall, 2004). This makes 
the ability to show progress a specific task for each school and its unique student body. 
These groupings of students include representations of all the minorities that are 
traditionally not attracted to STEM fields such as females. The implementation of School 
Helio and its non-traditional mentality was an attempt to remedy underperformance of 
sub groups and will be explored within this section as well (Gross, Booker, & Goldhaber, 
2009).  
The second area of concentration of this research is education reform, which is 
viewed as one of driving forces of student achievement. This has been the focus of recent 
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media attention since the implementation of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 
which revealed to the country at large the current state of the American public education 
system. This federal mandate forced schools to implement professional development for 
the use of student-testing data to inform instruction and to adapt to the needs of their 
students as well (Giroux & Schmidt, 2004). Some school districts are opting for the 
collaborative nature of 21st century skill set to remedy their testing issues, yet others are 
willing to go farther and implement an entirely new curriculum, as was the case at Helio 
(Gross, Booker, & Goldhaber, 2009). 
The final area of concentration of this research is STEM education. Although 
STEM has garnered support and national attention in the last decade it is by no means a 
new phenomenon. Furthermore, STEM is used to mean many things to many different 
people and schools. As such, there will be a discussion of the prevailing trends in 
American STEM education, as well as the pitfalls most commonly associated with 
STEM, especially the gender gap that currently exists. 
Critical Review of the Literature 
In the section that follows, the literature will be examined in the context of the 
previously mentioned streams. This will allow for each component to be reviewed in the 
perspective of the larger goal of increasing student achievement through instructional 
beliefs and practices. The inspection of these streams will reveal how they are 
interconnected and dependent on each other. Each stream feeds into each other’s success.  
Education reform 
What began as an attempt to keep the United States in competition with other 
countries in the world has since become the new driving force for the American 
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education archetype (Dee, Jacob, Hoxby, & Ladd, 2010). The federal government has 
mandated specific legislation, which for some schools has dramatically changed the way 
instruction occurs (Gwertz, 2009). As a result of these legislative changes, school 
districts have also had to change the way they incorporate professional development so 
teachers operate under these legislative changes (Heck, 2008). These changes in 
legislation have also focused on the diversity of learners and how best to ensure that all 
students receive the education they need. The most influential of these legislative changes 
has been the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, which has been a catalyst for individual 
states to take additional action beyond the mandates of the federal government. For 
example, Common Core Standards have been adopted by many states (Klotz, 2012). 
These new standards are meant to increase the rigor and complexity of learning and help 
students better perform to new demands as well as prepare them for success beyond the K 
-12 environment. 
The underperformance of American schools in the areas of science and math is 
not a relatively new occurrence globally. Although the potentially adverse affects of No 
Child Left Behind Act of 2001 are not fully understood at this time, the act has been 
particularly detrimental to these disciplines. The Act only mandates that schools focus on 
math and reading literacy; it does not include a focus on science, technology or 
engineering resulting in American schools continuing to lag behind other members of the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Moreover, according to the 
2012 report Performance for International Student Assessment (PISA) America has in 
fact stagnated on its growth in these fields, or shown little to no improvement since 
NCLB was put into place. Actually, the highest achieving countries students scored the 
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equivalent of achieving a performance of two years beyond the scores of the average 
American student in mathematics and have barely changed at all since 2003 (Chappell, 
2013).  
There has been much debate and discussion over the extremely controversial No 
Child Left Behind Act of 2001.  While schools are often lauded or made into martyrs 
based on their ability to demonstrate continued student growth and achievement under 
provisions of the act, there has been little research into the overall impact of this 
legislation until now. (Dee, Jacob, Hoxby, & Ladd, 2010). 
Thomas et al. conducted a study in 2010 to determine the impact, both good and 
bad of the NCLB legislation. Overall, the legislation appears to have had a 
minimal impact on changing the face of education in America at large according 
to their study of several schools in ten states. In fact, they discovered that districts 
have only barely increased pupil expenditures and despite the mandate to improve 
performance from the federal level, the federal government has not offered up the 
financial support for this endeavor to succeed.  Furthermore, states that had 
already adopted accountability measures prior to NCLB have shown no more 
growth than those who were forced into the change as a result of NCLB (Thomas, 
Brian, Caroline, & Helen, 2010). 
NCLB has changed the way that education is seen in America. Schools previously 
seen as successful can now be viewed as failing schools since NCLB demands student-
testing data be disaggregated to show subgroups, including highlighting the differences 
that exist between the genders of students. In 2004, Fusarelli however, focused on 
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schools viewed as successful, which under this new legislation can be failing to meet the 
needs of all students (Fusarelli, 2004). In his research, “The Potential Impact of No Child 
Left Behind” Fusarelli mentions how the punitive aspects of NCLB can be even further 
compounded in economically disadvantaged areas.  
Teachers are very open to the notion of adapting and changing their instructional 
practices according to Wayman (2005). In order for them to embrace changes that are the 
result of the focus shift occurring as a result of NCLB, teachers must first understand the 
theory behind these new these practices that they are being trained to implement in their 
classrooms. The standard approach seems to include overwhelming the teachers into 
adopting new teaching beliefs and practices by virtually burying them under the 
information and ideas regarding a way to improve their instruction rather than training 
them in a manner that assists them to truly understand what the new belief or practice is, 
how they can implement it, and, most importantly, how it will help their students.  This is 
an especially crucial component of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, which states 
that instructional beliefs and practices must be research based and data driven. This law 
makes it imperative that teachers understand how they can incorporate student-testing 
data into their lesson planning (Wayman, 2005).  
No Child Left Behind is not the only change agent in education; in fact it has 
spawned several pieces of legislation from individual states aimed at helping to increase 
student achievement. The most recent push is an almost unanimous initiative known as 
the common core standards (Fontichiaro, 2011). States were left to their own to 
implement NCLB mandated achievement measurement, and it was discovered that a 
disparity existed from state to state.  The solution was a set of common core standards to 
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drive instruction. PA has signed onto the common core Initiative and is currently in the 
process of redefining its own standards to be in better alignment with the new standards 
to create a more rigorous curriculum. Teachers will have to change their instructional 
beliefs and practices to meet these higher standards (“Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Math,” n.d.). This change makes studies like this essential now as schools new to 
know the most effective instructional practices and beliefs that focuses on student 
achievement and performance (Griffith, 2011). However, it is still too soon to tell just 
how much of an impact the common core standards will have; it nonetheless needs to be 
considered for the potential impact it will have on public education. 
As a result of the changes brought in under No Child Left Behind, schools are 
attempting to train their teachers in new or alternative teaching beliefs and practices in an 
effort to increase student achievement. Many districts like School District Nova have 
adopted Differentiated Instruction (DI) as a resolution to their numerous ailments since it 
targets students as individuals. The question remains as to why schools believe that 
differentiated instruction is the answer to the student achievement dilemma uncovered by 
NCLB.  The core concept is that teachers adapt lessons to meet their students. This can be 
based on student preparedness, or interest or learning style, essentially offering students 
options for demonstrating their learning (Tomlinson, 2005). However, the process itself is 
a daunting one according to Tomlinson, who states that teachers must be given adequate 
time to prepare and adjust to using this new practice (Tomlinson, 2005).  DI influenced 
instructional practices are the norm at Helio. Students are often allowed to work 
collaboratively in different parts of the building with each other allowing the teacher to 
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target specific student needs in an assignment without focusing the differences in 
instruction on just one student. 
High Stakes Testing and Student Achievement 
 
The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 was the federal government’s attempt to 
force states to raise standards and accountability. Specifically, the legislation prevents 
underperforming segments of the student population from being hidden in an overall 
positive performance of the school (Heck, 2007). This forced teachers to begin to 
understand the diversity of the learners within their classes and refocus their efforts on 
maximizing the performance of all learners (Dee & Jacob, 2011). One of the focuses of 
this dissertation is how the teachers at one school developed this understanding and 
effectively addressed the diverse needs of their learning community in a manner that 
allowed them to become the top performing school in the state. 
The No Child Left Behind Act was and remains a landmark piece of legislation for 
the way that it changed the K-12 Public education model. Yet it is not the first time 
legislation was passed in an effort to attempt to remedy the perceived under performance 
of American schools (Groen, 2012). Throughout the 1990’s many states enacted their 
own measures to increase student achievement. Those results were used to measure 
changes in student achievement in a study conducted by Dee et al, 2011. Their study 
reviewed pre-NCLB student achievement results with the NCLB era of assessments. 
Their study reviewed over seventeen years worth of data for this comparison, which 
ultimately revealed that there have been moderate gains in mathematics, and no change in 
reading (Dee & Jacob, 2011).  
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Hoy et. al in 2006 conducted a study reviewing 96 high schools located within the 
Midwest to determine what makes some schools successful while other schools continue 
to struggle with increasing  student achievement. Specifically, they reviewed testing 
results and conducted interviews with members of the staff and other stake holding 
groups. Their findings excluded several factors that many assumed to impact a school’s 
ability to perform well on standardized testing, including socioeconomic factors. 
Ultimately, they found that “Academic Optimism” has a profound impact on how 
students perform. This idea posits that successful schools can (and are) successful despite 
other limiting factors (like poverty rates and other detrimental aspects of a school) as a 
result of the concept of Academic Optimism. Furthermore, this theory states that when 
students are in a school whose culture places a high emphasis on positive academic 
performance, are taught a positive view of self (or self efficacy), enjoy a degree of trust 
from the teaching staff, and have parents who support their lessons, they can yield 
positive results in a school that many would have assumed would not perform well on 
mandated assessments (Hoy et al., 2006).   Simply stated, a positive culture and the 
community’s support may allow a school to succeed when circumstances would normally 
indicate that it should fail. The argument can be made that the current administrative 
leadership team at School Helio has created an environment of Academic Optimism 
through their hard work, and thus it helps to explain the school’s testing performance 
(Hoy et al., 2006).  The motto of the school is, “effort creates intelligence” and all 
students are encouraged to try and even retry assessments to better their understanding 
and learning of the content. Hoy et al, accounted for this factor using structural equation 
modeling, which is a statistical technique used to estimate causal assumptions between 
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their statistical data sets (records of student achievement) and the qualitative data they 
collected. This philosophy was based on the work of Carol Dweck, which has been a 
guiding force at Helio (Dweck, 2006). 
How to increase student achievement for all students is a widely studied topic as a 
result of legislation like NCLB. Boone (2006) proposes that increasing student 
achievement must be a community wide endeavor. The role of the principal as a leader 
has a large impact on student achievement. This is seen also in Boone’s 2006 research of 
James Madison High School in San Diego. Boone discovered that the principal led a 
cultural change that transformed perceptions on student achievement. The principal 
developed an improvement plan that shifted the culture to a student-centered approach 
relying on student testing data. As such, the role of instructional leaders and its impact on 
student achievement is something that cannot be ignored but rather needs to be 
considered a vital component of school improvement and student achievement discussion 
(Boone, 2006). However, the article also discusses the technique that was adopted at 
James Madison, AVID, an acronym that stands for Advancement Via Individual 
Determination (Boone, 2006). AVID itself is an elaborate form of differentiation that 
focuses on the individual student to discover and develop as a learner and places the 
responsibility for success not just on the teacher but also on the student as well (Boone, 
2006). While no such system is in place in School District Nova’s School HELIO, has 
changed its curriculum in an effort to allow students the opportunity to experience a more 
rigorous curriculum.  
States have been required since the implementation of No Child Left Behind, to 
regularly evaluate student performance on tests of their choosing (McEntire, 2010). 
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However, just what these tests are supposed to evaluate is something often misconstrued 
by the general public. In an effort to lift the veil on state testing, Polikoff et al. in 2010, 
conducted a study of the content that students were asked to achieve and what they 
discovered was shocking. In a review of 138 state assessments more often than not the 
skills students are asked to perform are not within the curriculum used to instruct them.  
Specifically, it was revealed that 50% of the content on annually administered 
assessments are not found within the curriculum students have been instructed under. 
Additionally, complicating the student achievement puzzle is the fact that they discovered 
that some of the content (more than one quarter of the content) is often from the wrong 
grade level (Poloikoff et al., 2011). Yet despite a study such as this schools like School 
District Nova’s School HELIO have managed to have their students achieve well on 
these flawed assessments.    
Andres (2008) states in his research that for differentiation to occur, which many 
feel is a requisite for student achievement to increase, the teacher must be skilled in 
classroom management. It is through this structured environment that teachers have the 
ability to focus on student weaknesses and turn them into potential strengths. Without the 
teachers understanding and knowledge of what a student can accomplish and where they 
need to improve the student will never move beyond the lower levels of learning and 
never succeed in the face of standardized testing (Andres, 2008). This is a crucial 
component of this research, as the author states the need to differentiate and to raise 
expectations for students (Andres, 2008). This is something that has been easily 
accomplished at Helio based on the open campus model the school follows. Students are 
also encouraged to meet with teachers within the schedule during times known as 
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Advisory and Seminar. Advisory has teachers evaluate their students’ needs and place 
them with teachers who could help remediate their performance while Seminar allows 
students to choose who they want to work with to improve their performance (“College 
Counseling & Student Services / Applying to the Academy,” n.d.). These periods allow 
students and teachers to identify areas of weakness and begin to address them on an 
individual basis. 
The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 introduced the practice of disaggregation 
into the education system. Schools are required to identify student sub groupings and to 
report the achievement of these groups as well as comparing them to the larger 
population as a whole. NCLB, has a provision stating that if there are forty or more of a 
group of students with a shared trait, then that trait can be classified as a sub group, such 
as students with special education needs (Lamb, 2008) Previously, schools were allowed 
to group all students together as one cluster for reporting purposes. NCLB has mandated 
that students be identified through various sub groupings. Schools must disaggregate 
student testing and are only considered to be making progress each year if sub groups are 
also improving. If these groups are not adequate when compared with the main or overall 
group within a school, the school is reported as having an achievement gap, or the space 
that exists between the overall group and the specific sub groups. These sub groups still 
continue to underperform and strategies aimed at closing the achievement gap is a major 
component of student achievement in this era (Lamb, 2008). However, this has not been 
the case at Helio where students from these sub groupings not only succeed but also excel 
and achieve at the highest levels.   
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The concept of education reform for the sake of increasing student achievement has 
dominated the conversation of education in America since the inception of NCLB 
(Schraw, 2010). Yet despite the focus on sub groups in a NCLB world little to no 
attention seems to have been focused on gender gaps in achievement. This is because the 
focus of sub group, or groups of 40 or more students as defined by terms of NCLB tends 
to be where achievement gaps exist. However, when Stoet & Geary, conducted a study of 
the PISA (the Program for International Student Achievement) results were examined 
with a focus on gender it was found that female students consistently across countries 
underperformed when compared to their male counterparts in mathematics (Stoet & 
Geary, 2013). But what was most disturbing is that while the gap they identified, they 
classified as small, meaning only ten percentage points, it was consistent over a period of 
ten years. Meaning whatever steps schools across the world may have taken to impact 
student achievement, they are not helping both genders to achieve.  
An interesting perspective on gender in the classroom and student achievement was 
concluded by Winter et al. in their 2013 study of teacher gender and student achievement. 
Specifically, their research found a strong statistical correlation between being assigned 
to a female teacher for your mathematics education in high school and a higher degree of 
student achievement. (Winters, Haight, Swaim, & Pickering, 2013). This may seem 
insignificant in isolation, but when viewed alongside the research of Nixon & Robinson 
who discovered through their work that female faculty had a positive impact on the 
female student body (Nixon & Robinson, n.d.) the case for strong female role models, 
especially in STEM fields for students, especially female students starts to become more 
readily apparent. 
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STEM Education 
Despite, not making headlines until recent years STEM Education is not the new 
sensation that it appears to be, in fact the need for changes to STEM education in 
America have been legislatively called for since the early 1980’s (Kuenzi, 2008). The call 
for increased literacy in the realm of science and mathematics continued through the 
1990’s in America and ultimately became known as STEM through the work of the 
National Science Foundation at that time. Since the turn of the century however, the term 
STEM has continued to gain more and more momentum in American education. 
Reaching its pinnacle in 2007 when those outside of education, namely businesses and 
professional organizations began to warn of impending shortages in these fields (Mulnix, 
2014).  This resulted in the federal government pledging of billions of dollars in recent 
years to STEM education. 
In its history STEM has been a call to action, policies and a variety of education 
disciplines. For the sake of this study the author will be using STEM as Breiner et al 
define it, traditional coursework in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
that needs to be taught through an integrated approach. This means that the fields work 
best when taught in ways that overlap, show connectivity and real world application to 
the learner. This is precisely how STEM is approached at Helio. Lessons are taught 
across disciplines, and student assessments focus on real world application of content. 
One of the identified purposes of this study is to determine what the perceptions of 
students is to STEM education given its relatively brief but impactful existence in 
American education.  
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STEM is not just important for occupations in STEM fields to thrive but also 
because more and more careers are going to require that workers be able to understand a 
variety of interconnected fields, mostly interconnected via STEM disciplines (Singer, 
2011). It has been proposed that STEM fields should be integrated naturally into learning 
and students should be encouraged to explore these fields as they become increasingly 
more interconnected to fields outside of STEM. Exacerbating this situation is the fact that 
these fields continue to be treated as separate and outside disciplines to be studied within 
a traditional learning model. Nevertheless, as the world becomes an increasingly 
interconnected and more interrelated place we can no longer choose to continue to live in 
isolated silos. This is in fact the diametric opposite of how learning and curriculum are 
approached at Helio. STEM disciplines are mandated for all students starting with 
difficult and challenging courses like Introduction to Engineering and Physics being 
taught to freshman students. Additionally, the staff are encouraged to work together 
collaboratively for the purposes of planning. This results in cross discipline study that 
allows students to see the importance and application of what they have learned (Singer, 
2011). 
Teachers have always been expected to make their classrooms inviting and 
engaging environments, but how best can they accomplish this so that students when 
exposed to STEM fields they are not overwhelmed? Mulnix and Vandegrif, 2014 have 
proposed four action items to implement to rectify this situation. Their research found 
that instruction should focus on central concepts of a discipline. This means that rather 
than attempting to cover the totality of a field in one class that instead the class should 
focus on fewer concepts should be covered in a greater depth. Currently at Helio the 
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nature of the IB curriculum demands just that. In fact all classes in the IB model are 
taught over a two-year period to help accomplish learning in this manner.  Secondly they 
suggest that classrooms should incorporate various instruction methodologies to make 
sure that students are properly engaged. Additionally, they recommend that all faculty 
members must participate in trainings that emphasize the value of teaching excellence, no 
matter what the content. School District Nova has always sought to be at the forefront 
best practices, and their recent work in encouraging differentiated instruction, which 
itself promotes multiple learning styles as well as reaching all learners through a variety 
of instructional practices has helped to ensure instruction of this caliber is in place. 
Specifically, the author is a member of the administrative team at Helio and can speak to 
the fact that this is the expectation of instruction at Helio. Finally, the authors recommend 
engaging the entirety of the STEM community. This is something that is done in a variety 
of ways at Helio, however most notably through lunch and learns where STEM workers 
have lunch and casual conversation with students, to assemblies featuring speakers of 
STEM fields. It will be interesting to see what if any of these factors have had any impact 
on female students at Helio.  
Research into the impact that the learning environment, and its ability to welcome 
and engage a learner, has shown a positive correlation to student achievement (Ramsey, 
Betz, & Sekaquaptewa, 2013). Given that that female students are traditionally not 
engaged in STEM classrooms it is worth exploring if attempting to repair the 
environments predisposition to engaging female learners can be corrected. Ramsey et. al 
conducted one such study in 2013, and it was discovered that by attempting to adapt the 
learning environments to be more welcoming and positively reinforcing to female 
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learners in STEM environments could increase female student engagement. The study 
found that by increasing three factors messages about women in STEM fields, STEM 
peer role models and visible STEM markers, that there was a positive correlation in 
retention in STEM fields as well as the female students likelihood to associate themselves 
with the field and not just males (Ramsey, Betz, & Sekaquaptewa, 2013). The 
environment at Helio encompasses many of the manipulated aspects of this study. It will 
therefore be imperative to discuss the perceived impact of these factors with the 
participants in this study. Female students at Helio are surrounded with a female 
population of self identified STEM students, as well as numerous female teachers in 
STEM fields within the building and the presence of guest lectures as role models.  
This is extremely important for young women, as research has shown that having 
positive female role models helps to attract and retain female students to STEM fields. In 
her article Women in STEM: Their Evolution, Triumphs and Challenges Emeagwali 
found that, “There’s power in just seeing you in your roles—but true mentorship is a 
marathon not a sprint. Getting to know the student is critical,” (Emeagwali, 2016). She 
also noted that given similar education and performance levels, female students still did 
not actively pursue STEM fields as actively as their male counterparts, as such it is vital 
for female students to be able to make the connections to mentors and other role models 
to provide guidance and encouragement to help resolve the issues surrounding attraction 
to STEM fields. Given that Helio’s staff has more female staff members, and that in 
STEM specific areas that the female staff represent at least half of the staff Helio is 
poised to provide the necessary guidance and support for female students who desire to 
pursue these fields. 
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Research into attracting and retaining female students into STEM specific fields 
often claims that it is necessary to intervene early in the child’s academic career, often 
stating the middle years is the latest one should attempt to reconcile student interests in 
STEM. In 2015, however Bystydzienski et al. conducted a study of engineering programs 
at the high school level and found that in fact, as their title suggests that high school is 
not too late to attract females or students of any groups to STEM fields. Rather their 
examination of programs showed that a student’s intrest can be sparked at any level and 
as such, opportunities to engage students in STEM fields should be encouraged at every 
level (Bystydzienski, Eisenhart, & Bruning, 2015). As a high school that focuses on 
STEM, Helio’s students who are exploring STEM specific fields in a variety of classes 
and programs have many of these opportunities, and it will be interesting to see when 
these female students identify their initial attraction to Helio and to STEM fields. 
Women are often perceived in modern American society within a certain context, 
this is often the result of stereotypes within our larger culture. However Gesit and King in 
their study found that these perceptions are often not based in any fact (Geist & King, 
2008).  Rather their investigation of recent testing data focusing on gender differences 
showed that in the field of mathematics current levels of performance show that the 
reality is far different. Specifically, they found that females performed only two to three 
percentage points below their male counterparts (Geist & King, 2008). They also 
discovered that this has only been a recent phenomenon, and in fact as recently as the 
1970’s female students outperformed their male counterparts (Geist & King, 2008). It is 
vitally important that these perceptions be addressed and understood, especially since this 
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may impact the manner in which the students view themselves and their experiences in a 
STEM specific school. 
Women have made tremendous strides towards true equality in the United States 
in the last forty years (Robelen, 2012). However, those gains have not been consistent 
within all fields within the workforce. While many contribute the success of the past four 
decades with Title IX. However, this is not the case at Helio; and in fact the disparity 
within certain STEM fields is abysmal. Fields like computer Science still are dominated 
by male students, who in 2011 represented 80% of test takers for Advanced Placement 
Computer Science, 77%for Advanced Physics and closer but still controlling BC 
Calculus BC with 59% of all test takers being male.  This trend continues into higher 
education where in 2009, the year the most recent data is available, showing women far 
behind men in earning advanced degrees in STEM fields. The situation only worsens 
when one examines their representation in the STEM workforce where the United States 
Government estimates that only 1 in 4 workers in a STEM field are female.  This 
however has not been the case at Helio; the school every year reports that approximately 
half of all applicants, and those accepted are females. What is it about the learning 
environment that has allowed female students to be drawn to Helio, and more importantly 
why are they able to be successful in an environment traditionally dominated by men. It 
is the belief that this research may help to answer those questions so that the success 
found at Helio can be replicated across the country (Robelen, 2012). 
Despite the success at Helio, the situation is often worse elsewhere in education 
that in some cases students reported being actively steered away towards the college and 
career goals they may have aspired too.  In 2010 a survey was conducted of over one 
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thousand female and other minorities who are members of the American Chemical 
Society. The results showed that as many as 40% of the survey respondents felt they had 
been actively steered away from pursuing STEM fields while in high school. If gains are 
to be made in the areas of Science and Math literacy in America, then all students must 
not only be encouraged, but also properly supported as they explore high stakes content 
like STEM content (Robelen, 2010).  
It is worth noting that in non-STEM majors females continue to outpace male 
students in degree attainment, with as much as 60% of degrees conferred in 2005-2006 
being conferred to females (Kulturel-Konak, D’Allegro, & Dickinson, 2011). Yet in 
certain STEM fields the percentage of degrees earned by women are surprisingly low. In 
the same time span females only earned 11% of degrees in computer engineering, or 15% 
in computer Science. Discrepancies such as these represent the need for change in the 
way we approach exposing all students to STEM fields. Some have identified this gap as 
being the result of the way information is presented in classrooms, in particular that the 
methods used in traditional classrooms of STEM content (Kulturel-Konak, D’Allegro, & 
Dickinson, 2011).    Unfortunately, while the research is lacking in providing any direct 
correlation between teaching style and student learning preferences in STEM classrooms 
there is research on experiential learning theory. This theory that states that learning is 
not dependent just on the instructors delivery of the content, but also on the student to 
create the transmission of information (Kulturel-Konak, D’Allegro, & Dickinson, 2011).  
If a student is not properly engaged in a lesson they have a far greater risk of not retaining 
the information. It is further postulated by Kulturel-Konak, D’Allegro, & Dickinson, that 
the manner in which information is conveyed in traditional STEM classrooms is 
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prohibitive to learning styles usually favored by female students (Kulturel-Konak, 2011). 
When this information is paired with research on STEM fields where female participants 
discussed how they felt they were actively discouraged from pursuing Sciences the image 
begins to become clearer. If teachers are not ensuring that students have learned through 
their preferred instruction method then they have not fully taught the information. At 
Helio the instructors are asked to focus on instructional methods that raise student 
engagement such as DI, as well as making use of 21st century skills, namely 
collaboration, communication and critical thinking. Furthermore given the rigorous and 
in depth nature of the assessments prescribed within the curriculum students at Helio are 
far from traditional. As such it will be worth exploring how the participants of this study 
prefer to learn. 
Convergence and Conclusion 
Determining how to effectively engage students in STEM fields, especially female 
and minority students is one facet of attempting to meet the increased demands of student 
achievement under recent legislation. The section that follows is meant to serve as a 
bridge for the previously discussed literature. Specifically, it will elaborate on how the 
three streams of identified research are interrelated and how they inform the study as a 
larger whole.  
Synthesis 
 
Education reform in the past decade has been a much-discussed topic in political 
arenas as well as in local schools. It is now a driving force in public education despite 
resistance and in some cases the reluctance of many to accept this new reality. Yet at its 
core many, including some of those who resist, agree that students must be able to show 
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in some way what it is that they have learned. The reality is that state testing is not likely 
to disappear anytime soon, and in fact with the recent Common Core Standards 
movement schools, may be moving towards more of a nationally assessed curriculum 
(Gross, Booker, & Goldhaber, 2009). The Common Core operates under the 
understanding that teachers instruct students to higher levels of achievement, and, in a 
manner that is more rigorous regardless of where in the United States the student or their 
individual ability. Since these tests are so often the focus on a school’s effectiveness and 
in the day-to-day workings of schools, it is important to understand how they impact 
students, teachers and classrooms in general. Districts are looking to resolve education 
reform issues by demonstrating improved student achievement through any means 
necessary, especially in recent years through STEM based initiatives.  
The definition of what student achievement is may currently vary based on where a 
student resides in the United States, as a result of NCLB allowing individual states to 
determine their own forms of assessment (Fusarili, 2004). No matter what the reform 
initiatives or the professional development practices a teacher may be exposed to, the 
core of this issue remains engaging students with difficult and complex content and 
materials in a way that they are receptacle to and that also is meaningful and applicable to 
them in the world they live. As the review of the literature has shown, STEM when 
taught in a variety of engaging ways can help resolve the issue of increasing student 
achievement. 
Finally, as the need for more STEM workers increases and interconnectedness 
becomes more prevalent in curriculums across the country it is imperative that educators 
figure out how to make strides in these areas. This means that all learners must be 
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engaged even when challenged with higher-level Math, or in increasingly complex 
Science and engineering issues. In the 21st century as we become more of a global and 
interrelated society. We must be able to meet other countries on the levels where they are 
operating if we expect to be a consideration, let alone a leader in the global community. 
Conclusion 
 
After reviewing the literature of the need to identify successful methods for 
engaging all students, especially minorities, in STEM based fields is becoming requisite. 
However, there are several gaps within the literature that further necessitate the 
completion of this study. Specifically, while School District Nova has identified the 
instructional practice of differentiated instruction, it remains to be identified as the best 
evidence based instructional practice. The individualization of education through the 
differentiation of material allows for students to reach the lofty goals established within 
the era of the No Child Left Behind.  
Furthermore, legislation has been enacted by State governments or by the federal 
government is seen as the only way that change can be enforced on a system that has 
existed and for years focused on perpetuating the same level of quality. However, the 
demands of No Child Left Behind have led to creative bookkeeping, or worse, teaching 
the material on the test with no chance of enrichment or outright cheating as was the case 
in Philadelphia Public School system which has been revealed to have been involved in 
rampant cheating (Graham, 2013). Teachers do not live in an apathetic bubble, but rather 
most are committed to providing their students with a quality education in any way that 
reaches their students and engages them in the content material. Through this study it is 
the intent of the author to connect the varied methods for engaging female learners in 
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STEM fields in an effort to help educators better understand how their students succeed. 
Students can be actively engaged learners who enjoy their education and still perform at 
high standards as measured by standardized tests mandated by legislation. It is the belief 
of this researcher that the key to this success lays with the students themselves, and that 
when supported and nurtured students can succeed in any field they chose. 
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STEM Education: 
Attracting and Retaining Female Students in Secondary STEM Programs. 
Chapter 3: Methodology 
Introduction 
 This chapter will discuss the methodology of the proposed narrative design study 
to be conducted of a group of four female student volunteers at School Helio in School 
District Nova. The purpose of this study is to develop a deeper understanding of the 
female student experience at Helio. The student population of School Helio is important 
to evaluate since its reputation as the community has accepted it as a rigorous program, 
and that students have the option to return to a traditional school model should they no 
longer wish to attend Helio (Dunbar, 2013). This study will attempt to discern what if any 
unique aspects of the female student educational experience at Helio has had a self 
identified positive impact on the student’s decision to attend a STEM school and their 
understanding of Science and Math. Conversely it may also be revealed that the 
hypothesis itself is nullified by the results of the study. If this is the case then in fact the 
null hypothesis will have been proven or more specifically, that there is no particular 
aspect of the educational experience of female students at Helio that has impacted their 
decision to pursue studies at a STEM school. 
 This qualitative study utilizes a narrative research design to develop a deeper 
understanding of the experience of female students at a high achieving STEM based 
school (Creswell, 2009). Specifically, the researcher intends to conduct a series of four 
semi-structured interviews with four female students, each will be chosen from a pool of 
student volunteers in an attempt to focus the research to represent the first four years of 
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Helio’s existence. In doing so it is the hope of the researcher to understand the appeal of a 
STEM based education environment to a population that has been traditionally 
underrepresented within STEM fields, prior to Helio’s recognition as the top school in the 
state of Pennsylvania (Dunbar, 2013). The interviews themselves will focus on capturing 
the experience of the individual student and their own unique story. The interviews will 
be individually coded for recurring themes that present themselves throughout the 
process. These open codes will then be examined to allow for them to be recoded axially. 
Following the completion of this phase the researcher will then attempt to interpret the 
information and codes to see if there are any factors that have influenced these students 
as individuals and as a group. 
Research Design and Rationale 
 The method for collecting data for this study will be a series of four semi-
structured interviews. As this study intends to be a narrative study, in this case examining 
why female students are attracted to and successful at a STEM school, is to listen to the 
stories of the people who have experienced it firsthand. Therefore this research will focus 
primarily on the stories told by four female student volunteers at Helio, each one a 
member of the student body for the school’s first four years of existence.  Each interview 
will be recorded on a password-protected device, until they can be stored and encrypted 
on the researcher’s home computer as mp3 files. These files will be stored on this 
password-protected computer as it is off site, and adds a layer of confidentiality for the 
students involved if the information they share for this research is not easily accessible by 
members of the school community. Each interview will be hand-coded by the researcher 
who will look for deductive codes that will be based on the information presented within 
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the literature review for prevailing themes. However, the researcher will also look for 
inductive codes that emerge from the data as well so that any potential trends or themes 
between the interviews will be addressed as thoroughly as possible. Finally, the 
researcher has hired a transcriptionist to help establish the validity of the data collected 
from the interviews. Transcripts will also be run through Atlas Ti following the initial 
review of the researcher. This serves to add a layer of fidelity to the process but also 
assist the researcher in noticing non-obvious trends in the data.  
The four students will be known as Mirzam, Bellatrix, Polaris, and Vega in order 
from youngest to oldest participant. Each responded to a flyer that was posted in 
HELIO’s Guidance Department as well as on HELIO’s online student management 
system, where announcements and information are posted for students daily. Vega, was 
the president of her class and is currently studying engineering at a prestigious school, 
where she has made a name for herself by being awarded a prestigious internship with 
General Electric, as well as representing the company on campus at recruiting events. 
Vega intended to become an engineer, but her soft skills are so strong, GE has identified 
her as a potential management candidate upon her graduation in two years time. Vega 
was a senior at Helio, whose grades are above average at most schools, yet is considered 
an average student at Helio.  
Bellatrix was chosen for this research via feedback from her teachers in the 2013-
2014 Academic year to represent the school at Nova School District Board meetings. 
While not chosen to represent the school, her dedication and passion for the school and 
its non-traditional environment and currently is used as a volunteer tour guide for visits 
from business partners with the school who are looking to do work force development, or 
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for visiting school dignitaries interested in the model used at Helio. Additionally she was 
a state elected official in the Future Business Leaders of America program, and had 
competed during her junior and senior year representing Helio at the FBLA National 
Conference, where she placed both years in the top five among all students in America. 
Mirzam was chosen because of her presence at school functions, normally as a 
leading participant. Additionally, though she is also very focused on studying in the 
medical field and aspires to one day become a surgeon.  Her time at HELIO, has afforded 
her many traditional high school experiences such as participating in the choir and she 
embraces many of the non-STEM centered aspects of the HELIO culture. Since she 
seemed to represent the typical student experience at not just HELIO, but of any high 
school, she was chosen from the students who volunteered. 
Polaris is known throughout HELIO’s campus as a bright energetic and highly 
engaged student. She has interests in STEM specific fields but has not yet found her true 
passion or calling to pursue. However, despite that fact she is a highly motivated student 
who has impressed her teachers and other members of the community.  
The following table has been added to summarize and compare the four 
participants: 
Table 1: Participant Summation focus on when GPA 
Assigned 
Volunteer 
Codename: 
Grade 
level at 
time of 
study 
Age at 
time 
of 
study 
STEM self 
selected  
affiliation 
Ethnicity 
GPA 
out 
of 
4.0 
College/Career 
Aspirations 
Level of 
engagement 
at HELIO 
Vega Graduate 19 Engineering Caucasian 3.2* Engineer High 
Bellatrix Senior 18 Mathematics Caucasian 4.25 International Business High 
Mirzam Junior 16 Science Caucasian 3.5 Surgeon Average 
Polaris Junior 16 Engineering Caucasian 3.8 TBD Average 
*GPA of college classes 
Given that school Helio had only been operational for three years at the time of 
this study, and had just graduated its first class of seniors in the year 2014, these four 
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female students represent a risk-taking group who chose to follow their interest in STEM 
fields to a new and untested school and educational concept. As these students embraced 
the difficulty of attending a previously nonexistent school with no prior understanding or 
expectations of what their education may turn out to look like it, it is important to 
understand the appeal of the school, prior to its current levels of success for these 
students. Without preconceived notions based on factual occurrences of what life would 
look like for a student in this new paradigm understanding the appeal to students who are 
typically underrepresented in STEM fields is a main focus of this research.  
Site Description 
School Helio has been named as the highest achieving school in the state of 
Pennsylvania, according to the State’s School Performance Profile. One of the primary 
measures of a school that the profile is based on is the school’s performance on the state 
mandated testing in the fields of Biology, Literature, and Algebra 1 (PASPP, 2014). This 
was a monumental achievement, as the school did not exist three years prior to achieving 
this honor. The school is a member of the Nova District, a district recognized by the state 
as being a high achieving district with 11 of its schools being recognized as high 
achieving, including its two traditional high schools (Dunbar, 2014). 
Students choose to apply to attend Helio in the fall of their 8th grade year. 
Information sessions are held at both feeder schools to inform potential students of the 
differences they will experience should they attend Helio in comparison to the two 
traditional high schools that are part of district Nova.  In an effort to make admission to 
Helio as both fair and diverse as possible the admissions criteria for the school was kept 
very broad. Eighth grade students residing in the Nova School district are eligible for 
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admission to Helio provided they have completed Algebra I prior to the start of their 
freshman year, as a student, earned a “C” average in all core classes in 6th, 7th, and 8th 
grades, and submitted an application, which includes essays written by the student and a 
teacher recommendation. Each year, approximately half or 200 students are offered 
admission out of the 450 that apply with a wait list in place to allow students and families 
the opportunity to decide what is the best fit for their student  (2013, January 1). Helio, as 
per its school board’s mandates, must accept half of the students from each side of district 
Nova, or approximately 100 students who would have attended each of the two 
traditional high schools. Helio’s head of school is also expected to insure that 50% of all 
students accepted are female, however each year of Helio’s existence female applicants 
have made up more than 50% of the applicant pool and the accepted student pool, 
resulting in no managing of gender for the school to date.  
Helio itself has sixty-three teachers on staff, forty-two of which are females, all 
support staff for the building also happen to be female, outside of the custodians of which 
half are also female and one of its four administrators is a female. This has resulted in 
many female-dominated departments that traditionally would not have been dominated 
by females in other schools. Specifically, the Engineering department is 75% female (six 
of its eight teachers) as well as the Math department having eight of its ten teachers as 
females. Despite having a larger population of female teachers, the staff in STEM based 
fields is equally represented as is seen in Chart 1 below 
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Chart 1 
 
District Nova is located approximately 25 miles west of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania in Chester County (“Best Schools in Downingtown Area School District - 
SchoolDigger.com,” n.d.). The district as a whole provides services to an estimated 
14,000 students; School Helio, which is the smallest school in the district, has a student 
population of 800 students in grades 9-12 ("Nova," 2012). Within the school there are 60 
members of the instructional staff who work directly instructing the entire student body 
on a daily basis. However, in compliance with the State of Pennsylvania’s response to No 
Child Left Behind, at the high school level students are only tested in their sophomore 
year at the school and only in the areas of literature, and biology (Fusarelli, 2004).  
Currently, the author of this paper serves as an assistant principal for a School 
Helio. Additionally, the author is a selected member of the school’s Data Team that uses 
student-testing data to help teachers make more informed instruction decisions.  As such, 
access to the site and to student testing results is not problematic since this is essentially, 
“backyard research” (Glense, n.d.).  
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Educational Culture at Nova 
The culture at School Helio has changed dramatically over its brief history, 
largely as a result of the school coming into existence and attempting to discover how it 
would fit within the community. Unfortunately, the school also has had changes in its 
leadership despite its short existence. Specifically, a new head administrator was hired 
and charged with maintaining the school’s population and performance levels following 
the departure of the first Headmaster during the school’s first year. This individual was 
himself a former assistant principal at one of the school district’s traditional campuses, 
School Pulsar, and previously had worked as math supervisor for the district as a whole. 
As a result of all of these established connections this individual was and continues to be 
seen as a true member of the community. These deeply established connections have 
enabled this Headmaster to be able to effectively lead the school through the complex 
issues of maintaining a high performing school.  
The school district also hired a Superintendent of Schools in 2008 
(Superintendent Sirius) in the hopes of ensuring the districts ability to perform. This 
individual is quite the opposite of the new Headmaster at Helio. As an outsider coming 
into the district, this individual has not been well received. Like the building principal at 
School Helio he was also hired on the premise of resolving the school district’s 
performance issues. The policies of the Superintendent have resulted in the drastic 
improvement on student testing performance throughout the district and as a result the 
entire district met the state’s requirements for the first time for achieving Adequate 
Yearly Progress commonly referred to as AYP (PAAYP, 2013).  
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Helio as a school has adopted the International Baccalaureate Programme for its 
junior and senior students, and freshmen and sophomore classes are IB skills focused and 
back mapped from the IB curriculum. Despite its claim to be a STEM school, students 
follow the IB curriculum, which has been recognized as being one of the most rigorous 
high school programs students can attempt to accomplish, however this program has a 
very strong liberal arts foundation (“Research,” n.d.)  
Students at Helio are exposed through the program of studies, and its 
requirements, to the sciences as well as engineering prior to their start of the IB Diploma 
programme.  The IB Diploma Programme requires all students who are pursuing the full 
programme to select courses at either Higher Level (HL) or Standard Level (SL). 
Students select three courses of their choice from six predetermined curricular categories: 
Group One is Literature in the native language of the student body, for Helio this is 
English; Group Two requires students to select a language of study outside of the 
language that Group One is in, for Helio students the choices offered are German, French 
and Spanish in order of least to most selected at Helio; Group Three is Social Studies, 
which for the students who were participants in this study was a mandatory history class; 
Group Four is lab based sciences which at Helio options included Biology, Chemistry, or 
Physics; Group Five is math; Group six is an elective area with many students at Helio 
selecting to take a second science course, psychology, economics or arts based course 
work. Courses, which are selected at the SL level, are considered by Helio to be the 
equivalent of an honors level course at its traditional schools, while HL classes received 
weight equivalent to Advanced Placement classes at its traditional high schools. 
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Helio has dedicated lab space classrooms to accommodate the fact that many of 
its students select to double up on their science education during their two-year IB 
classes. Additionally, Helio’s Pathways classes use these lab spaces. Pathways classes are 
also selected for the duration of the two-year IB programme and are meant to help 
Helio’s students explore their interests in STEM fields. Furthermore Nova has sought the 
advice of the local business community in its creation of Helio, which resulted in the 
STEM focus as a means to help address the lack of a pipeline in Southeastern 
Pennsylvania for STEM workers. This has resulted in a unique group of STEM business 
partners who work with students and their teachers in the Pathways classes to mentor 
students in their STEM based self-selected research.  
 In 2012-2013, School Helio assessed its population using the newly implemented 
Keystone Exams; its results indicated that students were 100% proficient or advanced in 
Algebra and Literature with 98.87 scoring proficient or advanced on biology. These 
scores were factored into the school’s performance profile and resulted in the school 
being declared the highest performing pubic high school in the state (Dunbar, 2014). This 
high level of performance has been sustained in every year of Helio’s existence, not 
surprisingly the student population’s lowest performance is in the area of language arts 
versus their performance in a STEM field with the most recent student group testing at 
98% Advanced in Biology, 100% Proficient in both Mathematics and on the states 
English Language Arts test (SPP).  
Population 
The population of this study will be four female students chosen by the 
researcher, from a pool of volunteers that responded to the flyer for the study, to 
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represent a sample of the school as a whole. On average the student body of Helio is 
approximately 51.1% female or 422 of the total 825 students (Survey, 2014). There will 
be one student from each of the first four graduating classes in attendance at Helio. It is 
important that this study be limited in this scope since prior to the application process 
starting for the graduating class of 2018, it was announced by the state that Helio was the 
highest achieving public school in the state in the previous year (Dunbar, 2014). In 
limiting the study in this way it insures that the students who participate in this study will 
have chosen to apply and to attend Helio without their decision on application being 
influenced by the achievement of the school.  
Each of these students chose to apply, and then upon acceptance enter into Helio 
and its alternate educational model, and have chosen to remain at Helio despite their 
varying successes or failures. All applied and were accepted to Helio and were attracted 
to the appeal of Helio prior to the school being declared the highest performing in the 
state, as such an assumption on interest in a rigorous program or a program steeped in 
STEM was what initially drew them into the school. 
Research Methods 
List of Methods Used 
 As this study is a narrative case study focusing on student experience the primary 
method of data collection will be a series of interviews conducted with the students. 
These interviews will be semi-structured to allow for the most genuine recollection of 
facts and events that influenced these students and their decision to attend Helio.  
Stages of Data Collection 
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  The school district has approved of the study through its own IRB process. 
Consent forms were sent to the parents of the students to insure they are comfortable with 
their child’s participation with this study. Interviews were conducted over several weeks 
to allow for coding and an understanding of the relayed information to be developed on 
behalf of the researcher. This allowed for the questions to be tailored to the individual 
students while still focusing on the emerging trends that present themselves within the 
transcriptions (Creswell, 2009).  
Ethical Considerations 
 The most prevalent ethical concern for this study revolves around the author as a 
backyard researcher. This raises the concern that the students may not have been open 
and honest in their responses throughout their participation in this study. This is why the 
students were selected from volunteers who felt comfortable enough and agreed to openly 
discuss their experiences at Helio. 
   Given the qualitative nature of this study the biggest consideration the author 
must undertake is their own diligence in the coding and analysis of the interviews. By 
remaining will vigilant when conducting the analysis, which was accomplished by using 
coding specific software that allowed for concepts to be tracked and analyzed over the 
data, the researcher will have prevented any preferences or preconceived notions on 
behalf of themselves (Creswell, 2009).  Furthermore the interviews were each read 
individually at least four times completely, including an initial first read during which no 
coding occurred. Additionally, all students involved in this study were minors at the time 
of their participation and their informed consent as well as the informed consent of their 
parents and guardians was confirmed prior to the student’s participation in the study.  
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 Finally, it is worth mentioning that given the researcher’s role as an Administrator 
of Helio, that coercion was not a factor in securing student involvement. Student 
involvement is the norm at Helio with students looking for unique activities that they can 
participate in as a means of diversifying their learning experience. School District Nova 
will also use its own internal review policies to make sure that student participants are 
treated fairly and ethically.  
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STEM Education: 
Attracting and Retaining Female Students in Secondary STEM Programs. 
 Chapter 4 Findings, Results and Interpretations 
Introduction 
 Upon review, the data gathered throughout this research has presented several key 
findings regarding the factors that attracted and ultimately helped to retain female 
students to this particular rigorous STEM environment.  The purpose of this chapter is to 
present and discuss the main themes that emerged from the series of interviews 
conducted with the four volunteers. 
Research Questions: 
A series of four in-depth semi-structured interviews was conducted with each of 
the four participating student volunteers. The interviews sought to answer the following 
research questions: 
1. In what ways do female students perceive their educational experience at Helio as 
being supportive and engaging? 
2. Why are female students attracted to a rigorous STEM focused high school like 
Helio? 
3. What factors impact the retention of female students in a STEM focused high 
school like Helio? 
Sampling and Focus of Interview Questions 
 The interview protocol was broken down into four separate interviews each with 
its own purpose. Additionally, the interviews were conducted using a semi-structured 
approach in an effort to create a rapport with the student volunteers. Furthermore, this 
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style of interview allowed the researcher to be more responsive to the information that 
being shared and allowed for deeper probing into answers and afforded the students a 
chance to truly share their experience.  
 The first interview focused on a series of demographic questions used to establish 
the backgrounds of the student respondents and provided opportunities to analyze their 
similarities and differences at a deeper level. However, it was also the place where the 
role and influence of the family on the individual student respondents and their 
educational experience was established. Given that the literature had established the 
influence of family on student academic performance, it was necessary to address this 
area and keep it separate from factors concerning school so as not to have family 
influence the respondents answers at a later time. The interview was also used to serve as 
a source of background information on members of the family and their connections, if 
any, to STEM fields since the literature mentioned this as a potential influencing factor. 
(Refer back to Table 1 for a summation of the demographic information requested of the 
participants) 
 The second interview in the series focused on the students experience at Helio and 
their decisions to apply, attend, and remain at the school. Given the impact that a teacher 
can potentially have on a student’s education, respondents were asked to share their 
experience in all of the different classes they took with a focus on the, science, 
technology, engineering and math classes that they had taken and to specifically identify 
their teachers in those fields as well as the respondent’s own connection to each of the 
STEM fields. 
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The third interview focused more on the students’ educational experiences and 
centered on a comparison between their own experiences with those of peers who 
attended different schools. Respondents were asked questions about how they defined 
their successes and failures academically as well as their thoughts on the distinct culture 
that exists at Helio.  
The fourth and final interview targeted the respondents’ experience as a female. 
At this final interview, it is the belief of the researcher that a strong rapport had been 
established with each student over the course of the three preceding interviews, which 
afforded them an opportunity to openly share any instances of discrimination they had 
dealt with as well as discussing female role models who they saw as empowering figures.  
Interview Skeletal Framework: 
In an effort to provide consistency to the semi-structured interviews used for data 
collection, the following questions will be used as a means of establishing a baseline of 
information between the four subjects/students. 
Interview  #1Questions: 
Demographic – 
1. How old are you? 
2. How long have you been a student in district Nova? 
3. How many siblings do you have? 
4. Highest level of parent’s education? 
5. Are you parents in STEM fields? (elaborate as necessary) 
6. Do you feel like you have good role models at home? If so who are they? 
Background – 
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 1.Describe your family, who lives with you, and your relationship with them. 
 2. Do any of your family members work in STEM fields? 
 3.Describe your educational experience prior to attending Helio, did you enjoy 
school or dislike school? Were there particular aspects that you enjoy/dislike? 
 4. Which letter in STEM do you most identify with and why? 
Interview  #2 Questions: 
STEM Education Experience – 
1. What made you want to apply to Helio? 
2. Discuss your first year specifically what are the highs and lows of being a 
student at Helio? 
3. Describe your current educational experience. Is Helio living up to your 
expectations? 
4. Discuss your experience in math classes here at Helio?  
a. Who were your teachers? 
b. What level of math do you currently take? 
c. Do you need to be a good math student to be successful here at Helio? 
d. Do you feel you have to work at math more than your peers at the 
traditional schools? Can you explain your answer? 
i. The above questions are repeated for sciences, focusing on the 
specific sciences that the student has taken. Additionally, the 
questions will be used to discuss the students engineering 
experience as well.* 
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5. Are you happy with your decision to attend Helio? What would you change if 
you could about the school? 
Interview  #3 Questions: 
1. Do you feel there are good female role models here at STEM? If so please 
share whom and explain why (the first two to three that come to mind).  
2. Are your teachers supportive at Helio? Do you feel they are more supportive 
than your peers at other schools? Please elaborate. 
3. Do you intend to pursue a career in a STEM field? Which one and why? 
4. How has your time at Helio prepared you for the challenges you will face after 
Helio? 
5. In your opinion, how has your education at Helio been different than your 
peers at the traditional schools? Is it better or worse? 
6. Do you feel like your teachers at Helio have tailored your educational 
experience to benefit you? If so how? 
7. How do you perceive failure? 
8. How do your peers at Helio perceive it? 
9. Describe the culture of Helio. Has it impacted your outlook on life? If so 
elaborate. 
10. Do you feel that your classes at Helio work with each other? Or do they work 
more against each other?  
11. Have any of the speakers that have visited at Helio impacted you? Which ones 
and how/why? 
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Interview  #4 Questions: 
Female experience-  
1. Have you ever felt discriminated against because you are a female? Please 
elaborate. 
2. Have any teachers been less than supportive at any point of your efforts in 
school? If so how, and how were you able to work past this? 
3. Do you have any strong female role models here at Helio? If so who and why? 
 
Design 
 This study was a narrative case study, which used qualitative methods to identify 
the perceptions of female students at school Helio. Five female students were selected 
and invited to personally participate. Four students agreed to participate with the fifth 
student completing the paperwork but failing to schedule interviews as a result of other 
school obligations. As discussed previously in Chapter 3, students were selected for the 
time period during which they initially applied to become students at school Helio 
(students from the first three graduating classes). This prevented students who had been 
accepted to attend Helio following the numerous awards and recognitions the school 
received shortly after the school was first opened. Finally, the students who participated 
were informed that all conversations would be kept strictly confidential, and would have 
no bearing on them as students at Helio. The interviews were each scheduled for a 
minimum of thirty minutes, however some ended as quickly as fifteen minutes or less and 
some were longer than an hour. 
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Data Collection 
 Interviews were conducted in the researcher’s office that exists in the school’s 
version of a library referred to as the Knowledge Commons. This location serves as a 
central meeting place for students who gather to work and collaborate. The researcher’s 
role of Dean of Student Life and Academics (Assistant Principal) requires frequent 
positive interaction with students coming and going into the office within the Knowledge 
Commons. As such student participants were able to enter and leave without causing any 
issues for themselves because the environment was already an established safe place for 
students in the school.  All interviews were digitally recorded onto the researcher’s laptop 
so that they could be saved and encoded. The recordings were then provided to a 
transcriptionist who transferred the audio data into text. The texts were then closely read 
four times and reviewed for trends within the information. This resulted in 29 trending 
codes shown below in the following chart, which also lists the frequency with which each 
code presented itself across all participants’ interviews and a short operational definition 
for its context to this study. 
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Overall Description of Themes 
 The twenty-nine themes identified through the researcher’s coding are ones that 
emerged across all of the interviews as seen by the researcher and based on the 
information presented previously in the literature review. These themes were revealed 
themselves over the course of the series of interviews through the process of interviewing 
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and observing the volunteers’ responses. Essentially, the researcher allowed what the data 
had presented and and attempted to find commonalities through the process of coding the 
interviews. This review resulted in 29 separate codes that serve to classify the 
experiences of the student volunteers in a broad yet meaningful manner. Initially these 
themes were axially coded into one of four groups: positive factors, negative factors, 
influencing factors and non-academic factors. However, this did not result in any 
additional insights into student answers. Instead the researcher focused on coding these 
themes as they coincided with the three main research questions of the study. This 
resulted in a much deeper understanding of the student narrative and as such these codes 
were ultimately used for the understanding they provided. 
 Ultimately, the codes were reviewed for axial coding purposes, which showed a 
consistent and important trend uncovered through these separate themes. Specifically, it 
was shown that the students’ attitude and outlook on their education and life in general 
seems to be what enticed them to attempt the challenge of a STEM based school known 
for being a rigorous environment (“America’s Top High Schools 2016,” 2016). 
Ultimately the attitude displayed by these students was not necessarily defined as a 
positive outlook but rather that the students had what Dweck has defined as a growth 
mindset (Dweck, 2008). Dweck defines this mindset as an individual who believes that 
individuals separate qualities can be cultivated and improved through the individuals own 
effort and desire to improve (Dweck, 2008). Each of these codes was then analyzed and 
placed into the context of the three research questions, which are outlined in the 
subsequent sections. 
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Findings 
 The findings presented within this chapter are in essence the culmination of this 
study, which focused on examining each of the student participant’s experiences and 
comparing and contrasting the separate case studies to find the commonalities within the 
student experiences (Creswell, 2012). The primary data was gathered by a series of 
individual semi-structured interviews that included an interview that focused on 
demographic and background information of each student participating in the study, with 
subsequent interviews exploring the research questions. It is important to understand why 
the student’s developed a positive mindset as well as how they acquired this outlook, be it 
from family or from the school environment. The study revealed that the environment of 
Helio is one that promotes and encourages this philosophy of a growth mindset.  
An Engaging and Supportive Environment 
 One of the most prevalent trends within the axial codes was the student’s 
recognition of the support they felt concerning their education and life in general. The 
students were asked various questions concerning a range of topics from their home life 
and family relationships to how their classes worked in opposition or in tandem with each 
other. Repeatedly, all four students shared positive experiences regardless of the topic of 
the question. These positive experiences centered on their education experience, as the 
focus of the study was their perceptions of their school and their school experience. 
However, they also encompassed class assignments, teachers, the personal motivation, 
and their desire to grow as individuals. “Yeah. I think the teachers are also really willing 
to be supportive with making sure we all get closer and use each other as a support 
system” (Polaris)  
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 The students were each asked to describe their educational experience, and if the 
STEM based experience was living up to their expectations. The students consistently 
spoke of how they felt supported by the staff at Helio. This was not surprising given the 
literature’s discussion of the importance of role models (Bettinger & Long, 2005). What 
was interesting was that the students felt supported across disciplines and not just in their 
STEM specific classes. This support was further examined by the question, “Have any 
teachers been less than supportive at any point in your efforts in school? If so, how were 
you able to work past that?” The students spoke very highly of the staff in general and 
specifically. Some students felt that a teacher’s willingness to go outside of their normal 
area of expertise allowed them as students to explore interests and passions in a supported 
way, 
One of the best ways I’ve seen that done is Mr. H, So I have him for History this 
year- SL History, but I know I can always ask him if I have another academic 
question. So, I’m entering this big essay contest that’s sponsored by the Atlantic 
& College Board. I’m writing an essay about the artistic and cultural merit of 
Frieda Kahlo’s work, and I was like, “Mr. H, can you help me?” The next day he 
brought in five different books for me, he gave me this twenty work list of all of 
these pieces I should take a look at, he talked with me about all of the different 
approaches I could take and then I wrote up an outline. He read it in ten minutes 
and gave me very specific comments on it. So it’s that willingness to maybe go 
outside of your subject to work with your student as a student and not just as a test 
score, that’s been really affirming and great for me. And even in the context of 
my classes, I have a lot of teachers who are like, “If you have an interest in this, 
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we can take the class in this direction,” or “If you’re really struggling with this, 
we’ll stop. We’ll go back. We’ll take a look at it.” So I think that’s been great in 
how teachers can tailor their class to you. (Bellatrix) 
Another student who when asked the same question, spoke highly of the 
adaptability of her history teacher who scaffolded the assignments and larger projects 
together to make the experience easier for the students to understand  
Do you feel like your teachers here have been able to, kind of, adapt and tailor 
your experience to be a better experience for you? 
Yeah, especially with this year. Mr. T- he’s my History teacher…He tailors 
everything because he’s Mr. T.  But yeah, there were a couple of complaints with 
the first marking period at least with SL History, and he kind of took it upon 
himself to take what other students that he didn’t even have were complaining 
about and work that into how we were learning our curriculum. 
Is that how he built in the paper- how the paper worked? He did a really nice 
job with that. 
He did. And he said to us, “You know, it’s going to get worse and worse as the year 
goes on, but that’s how you’re going to have to adapt to it and that’s how I’m going 
to help you and how we’re going to do this- both of us. And we’re going to do this 
together.” 
 And you actually feel like you’re in it with him. 
Yeah, definitely. Because when he says he’s going to add something else, that’s 
more paperwork for him, but it’s also more paperwork for us. So it’s kind of both 
sides there. (Polaris) 
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Students felt that this positive teaching staff would help them to succeed no 
matter what the class may be asked to accomplish, but one of the interviewees provided 
an interesting insight into the staff’s willingness to support the students, which was 
demonstrated in a third response to the question concerning student’s perception of staff 
support. 
I think they’re pretty supportive here. I would say that they’re supportive of us 
academically. I not sure if they show that much interest in our lives outside of 
school. I think at West and East, from what I hear, a lot of my friends say that 
their teachers really care about, you know, their personal lives and how their 
mental health is doing. So I feel like teachers here are more concerned with your 
homework and your projects and your social life maybe, but not necessarily with 
what you’re dealing with outside of school (Mirzam) 
This was one of the only times that the staff was even discussed in what could be 
construed as unsupportive. However, it is vital to this study that it is understood that 
despite feeling deeply supported on many levels, the students still identified other areas 
where they would enjoy seeing the same level of support they often felt in class. 
However, Polaris also felt that the teaching staff could provide more support for life 
outside of the classroom; “So I feel like teachers here are more concerned with your 
homework and your projects and your social life maybe, but not necessarily with what 
you’re dealing with outside of school” (Polaris). 
  Students felt that Helio’s positive teaching staff would help them to succeed no 
matter what the class may be asked to accomplish, but especially in the often-perceived 
difficult STEM specific fields. The students were asked to discuss their math classes 
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specifically, and the support of their teachers in that area. Students continued to discuss 
the continuous support they felt was shown to them by their instructional staff 
She really wanted people to like math, and I liked that aspect of her. She wanted 
someone to do well and she was really positive, and I think being positive in a 
math class is extremely important because it is something people struggle with. 
(Vega) 
It seems that the staff sought to embody the mentality of the program in which 
they worked in a manner that both challenged students while simultaneously supporting 
them as they worked through their process of learning.  As each student was asked to 
review their STEM specific courses and staff at Helio, they continued to discuss their 
courses through the focusing lens of their assigned teachers, including one whom the 
students typically first encountered during freshmen year when they took the mandatory 
introduction to engineering course, which would coincide with each of the students 
coming into contact with Mrs. A., the unofficial head of the Engineering department at 
Helio, 
So before failure was, “OK, you got a C on that. Bad” Here it’s like, “You got a C 
on that. Work on it,” and it’s not really a failure. And with Mrs. A in freshman 
year engineering, that’s what she taught us. “Your failures are not failures. Your 
failures are successes but they just didn’t go that well. It’s not too great, but you 
did it- kind of. (Mirzam) 
Mrs. A did was only the assigned teacher for three of the participants, and from 
the stories told by the participants, was largely influential on them as students and people 
as she sought to challenge them. 
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Have you taken any Engineering classes outside of freshman year? 
No. Freshman year Engineering was it for me. 
Who did you have for that? 
Mrs. A. 
And how’d that go for you? 
It was… I’d say it was one of my harder classes. 
What was it about it that was…Was it just that it was so concrete and you’re 
more…? 
Do you remember the capstone project? At the end of the year? Mrs. Austin, I 
think recognized a sort of assertive streak in me, and she said, “I’m going to put 
you in a group of six boys, none of whom is getting better than a low B or high C 
in this class, because I think you can handle it.” I could handle it. 
That’s a lot to take on. 
It was a lot to take on and I think she recognized that I was direct enough to do 
that, but it was challenging. It was really challenging to get them to work. 
(Bellatrix) 
This was even more influential for Polaris who identified herself as an 
engineering student, and the only one of the four participants to continue their work in 
engineering at Helio, 
Did you learn anything from that engineering class that you were able to 
carry over? Because you talked about carrying stuff over into other classes. 
Has anything really- not into Design Tech- but has anything bled over into 
other areas for you? 
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Well with Mrs. A, she was really big on organization and getting your things done 
and knowing that- she had this thing called “grit”- and it was just getting and 
knowing that you can get things and being rough around the edges but that being 
a good thing because you can just build yourself up and work with things. Even 
when bad things come up and you’ve just got to push through. You know, bad 
assignments will come and you’ve got to get through them. You’ve got to get 
them done, but do your best work while you’re doing that. And that kind of 
carried with me, so that was good (Polaris). 
Mrs. A’s influence was also keenly felt by Vega the only of the four students to 
not have Mrs. A as an instructor who discussed Mrs. A.’s influence when asked about the 
presence of role models for her within Helio’s staff. 
I also had great role models because all of my techie teachers were female. That 
was kind of cool. I had never experienced something like that and a lot of my 
friends didn’t have that either. So I became really close with Mrs. A, even though 
I never had her, and we just chatted about school and also how she ran- she’s also 
a very strong personality- so if anything, I bonded with the two of them pretty 
well because I have a similar personality when it comes to getting things together. 
So I bonded with both of them really well. 
In general I bonded with pretty much all of my teachers at Helio really well. I 
didn’t have- there were very few teachers who I did not like when I was there, 
whether or not I had them (Vega). 
 This support t felt by the students from the staff is a large factor in student 
retention. Despite the teachers not always showing up at sporting events, the students at 
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Helio are aware that the staff’s main focus is on helping the students succeed with their 
academics. Knowing that their teaching staff wanted to see them succeed allowed 
students to feel more comfortable when speaking to their teachers, and to developing 
meaningful relationships with them 
I know it’s a competitive school, but I think the group project mentality- that, sort 
of, project-based learning, self-motivated philosophy- coupled with the weird 
social dynamics here, has kind of led to a much more casual and open and sort of 
inviting environment. I can tell you that I’ve had different experiences with 
teachers here in that you can talk to teachers outside of class about something. 
Like, you iChat them and say, “Hey, I have a questions about this assignment,” 
and it’s not perceived as weird or odd because there’s sort of a level of mutual 
respect and mutual understanding here and I don’t think it exists at a lot of other 
schools. So I had experiences with teachers that have differed from kids at Pulsar 
or Quasar or even my friend at another district.  He’s like, “How are you so close 
with Mrs. T?” And I was like, “We spend so much time together- we’re friends!” 
So I think that this open culture is kind of characterized by that respect and that 
understanding. 
Additionally, the teachers played an additional part in helping retain the students 
in Helio’s rigorous environment, specifically by being role models, or people that the 
students felt they could aspire to be when they become adults themselves.  
I’d say another major female role model for me would probably be Madam M. I 
love French and I’ve worked a lot with Madam M. I mean, even planning my trip 
to France, she helped me figure out spots to eat lunch, different metro routes to 
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take, and then my EE [the extended essay, an individualized student research 
project, which is part of the IB Diploma Programme], I worked with her a ton. 
And her poise, her competence, her quiet, intellectual ability- all of that is great to 
see. Because she doesn’t have to overcompensate, she can just be how she is. 
(Polaris) 
However, this support was not found only in teachers of STEM disciplines. Non-
STEM specific teachers also had a desire to support students with their work and goals, 
but also on the life skills necessary to succeed in the rigorous academic environment they 
found themselves working in 
The one thing she taught me was that you need to have all different skills. So me 
being good at writing was important to be an engineer, you know? So there was 
that aspect. Also the way that she ran the classroom was really eye opening to me. 
That she had a lot of respect; she demanded a lot of respect and had a lot of high 
expectations, but she was there for you. I mean, I called her “mama” all my three 
years here. And the way that she was, “Stop whining. Let’s move on. Don’t feel 
sorry for yourself”- just her mentality on how she ran the classroom and how she 
was encouraging to us to go through life. (Vega) 
The staff was able to provide this support to the students across disciplines. 
Students respected the frank honesty that the staff afforded them when speaking to them 
about the challenges they were facing at Helio, but also those they would encounter 
beyond the safety of the high school environment 
That’s true! Even outside of school, that’s how life is. Life is intense! It’s a roller 
coaster. There’s a lot of quotes going through my head!  Even with my Spanish 
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class- I have Senorita P- and she’s always like, “Life is not going to be easy. 
That’s how it is.” And the way that she teaches us even with Spanish- it’s real. 
(Mirzam) 
The student participants did not find every aspect of their classes to be beneficial. 
Specifically, Bellatrix took issue with the school’s focus on collaborative work 
 Well I know my biggest issue at STEM has been group work, not that in that 
it exists, because I see the value in the application of group work, but group “busy 
work” has been pervasive. 
 What do you mean by that? 
 I’m not going to call out any specific classes or teachers, but a lot of things- if 
you need background information, say, on a given book, or a given historical topic, 
or even math, teachers will often put you in groups and say, “Present this. Talk to 
us about this. Teach the class about this.” And in my experience, that’s been one of 
the more ineffective ways to facilitate background knowledge. 
 Do you think it’s just kind of a way that they’re trying to quickly get 
through content?  
I think so. And I also think it’s a way they’re trying to foster that group mentality. 
But assigning tasks that don’t have any analytical or conceptual base to it just 
comes off as superfluous to me. It comes off as unnecessary (Bellatrix. 
The role of the staff at Helio cannot be undervalued for the total impact they had 
on students. Also seeing positive female role models amongst the teaching staff, women 
who worked against the traditional stereotypes and blazed a path for these students to 
follow, cannot be stressed enough and further corroborates the recent investigations, 
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which have identified gender related stereotypes and the need to remove them as one of 
the six reasons why females do not pursue STEM fields (Wang & Degol, 2016) (Nixon & 
Robinson, n.d.). This resulted in a high level of student engagement in classes and 
coursework, which it is believed by the researcher is one of the biggest factors for the 
students participants in staying at Helio no matter what challenges they may have 
encountered, and was identified as having a positive impact on students in staying at 
Helio as well as how much they achieved once they were there (Keen, Pennell, Muspratt, 
& Poed, 2011). This is not to say that there are no issues at Helio concerning instruction. 
As was pointed out by Bellatrix the students enjoyed their work when they saw value in 
it, and not just for the sake of accomplishing a specific task. This is of interest given the 
focus on engaging students. This is a fact in any classroom, to make the students highly 
engaged you need to provide meaning and context to the lesson, something that appears 
to happen at Helio with frequency, given that the students did not focus much on these 
negative aspects of the program. Additionally, this was revealed by Bellatrix when asked 
what she would change about the school, however she was quick to elaborate 
 Well, that’s actually the next question. Do you feel all of the teachers are 
really supportive here? 
 I think, with a few exceptions, yes. I mean, there are always going to be a few 
who maybe aren’t as supportive as the others, and I’m not going to call anyone out, 
but there have definitely been teachers who haven’t- 
 Trying to      you, get you to be harder- or not- that’s a horrible way to 
phrase it- trying to push you harder type of thing? 
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I don’t know. I like when teachers try to push you harder and make you better 
within their subject area. I just think that often some teachers aren’t as 
accommodating if you need extra help or if you need extra challenge. So if you’re 
on either extreme, I think there are some teachers who struggle with that (Bellatrix). 
Vega provided an interesting insight into student struggles within Helio’s programs; 
she saw the challenges as something faced by everyone in their own way, and conversely 
that positive experiences could have application across classes. It was this mentality and 
flexibility, which seemed to allow these students participants to succeed in their right.  
  Do you think that personally- your opinion- you have to be a really 
good student in science to be able to be successful here at STEM? 
 No. 
 Any experiences that you’ve had with that personally?  
 Well, like I said with Physics- physics and Chem were not good for me but… 
 But you had Bio to fall back on, so do you think it would be different if you 
didn’t have that Bio piece? 
 No, not necessarily, because there’s always kids who- their niche is in English 
and they can do well with their writings and their works in English and History and 
even in Math and you can transfer that through all your classes so maybe you don’t 
understand the data part of physics or the memorization of all these components for 
bio, but you can still transfer your skills in one class to all the other classes (Vega).  
Attraction to Helio 
This supportive environment was not limited to the student’s experiences at Helio 
itself, but rather was also supported through the work of the student’s families. This is 
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interesting because, most of their parents were not directly engaged in STEM specific 
careers, however, the support the students felt from the home encouraged them to expand 
into STEM fields for themselves.  
My parents have always been really good about kind of letting me set what I 
wanted to do, but still providing a framework and support when I needed it. I 
think they realized early on that I was not going to be receptive if they told me 
exactly what I needed to do. It was hard for my mom to get over her tendency to 
micromanage. But now that they both have, I mean, they’re great role models, 
they’re both highly educated, very intelligent. My mom especially is a fantastic 
speaker; she’s really great at communicating, so I’ve always had those people to 
look up to. (Bellatrix) 
This was not just limited to simply saying that they supported their students, but 
also by helping them to take responsibility for their education 
 I mean, My dad- even both my parents- they’re very encouraging and they’re 
very- pushing you towards your goals and making sure you can actually do them 
by yourself and be an advocate for yourself. So even when I’ve had trouble with 
the past couple of years- as you do, working with STEM- they’re always like, 
“Make sure you’re an advocate for yourself. You need to talk to teachers. You 
need to schedule time.” And they’ve always been like that for my entire life so it’s 
really nice having that. 
 This support felt by the students was not limited to immediate family but also to 
extended family. These students essentially found support in almost every scenario they 
reflected on. 
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 I definitely have that. Not just with my parents but also with my extended family. 
 So everyone’s pretty supportive with what you’re doing? 
Oh yeah! My aunt, my mom’s sister, is the managing partner at a really big PR firm 
in New York City. And she let me intern for her this summer. She actually offered 
me a job there when I graduate. So my family- my aunts, my grandparents, they’ve 
all been really supportive. (Polaris) 
 Parent support did not simply help to retain the students at Helio, but was also a 
factor for all participants in their decision to apply and eventually attend Helio.  This 
happened despite Helio’s reputation as the most rigorous school environment in the 
district, as well as national media recognition for the intensity of the program students 
continue to apply for the program. Participants were all directly asked in their second 
interview the question, “What made you apply to Helio?” Student’s responses were 
varied but three of the four did not outright identify their affiliation with STEM fields as 
a main factor in their attraction to Helio. It was here that family played a role in helping  
guide the students to apply to the program 
I was very anti-Helio. Vehemently anti-Helio because I was so focused on the 
humanities. So I was in Shakespeare club, I was reading all this literature, I was so 
into writing and speaking and reading, and I just hated Math and Science. So I 
wrote Helio off and I was like, “I am not applying there.” And my dad, he kept 
telling me, “A, you’ll really like it there. You’ll really like it there.” He kept driving 
me by Helio. (Vega) 
 Or as another participant described it their parent saw the opportunity and tried to 
encourage her to see the same reasons why Helio would be a good educational experience 
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…my mom was like, “You need to be here. You need to go to this school. Blah, 
blah, blah.” And I didn’t really have any desire to go in the beginning, just because 
I was all set on Quasar and all of my friends were going to go there and then as we 
started hearing about Helio and hearing all the cool things about it… (Vega) 
 Ultimately the parents relented and allowed the students to make their own 
decisions about applying. However, questions were posed of the participants to determine 
what if any influence their peers had on their decisions to apply and to remain at Helio, it 
was ultimately family that provided the impetus to apply and attend Helio.  
Yeah, definitely. I mean, My dad- even both my parents- they’re very encouraging 
and they’re very- pushing you towards your goals and making sure you can actually 
do them by yourself and be an advocate for yourself. So even when I’ve had trouble 
with the past couple of years- as you do, working with STEM- they’re always like, 
“Make sure you’re an advocate for yourself. You need to talk to teachers. You need 
to schedule time.” And they’ve always been like that for my entire life so it’s really 
nice having that. (Mirzam) 
 Students did not necessarily identify themselves as STEM style student, such as 
Vega, who didn’t see herself as a lover of STEM fields but saw the potential benefits of 
the school, its program, and its non-traditional style of learning 
 I looked into the IB Programme, I looked into the project-based learning, I 
looked into the different structural system, where you get to kind of leave more 
often, you get to motivate yourself, and I realized that this is the environment I 
would flourish in even if it did have a Math and Science focus.   So I did it to kind 
of broaden my horizons with respect to math and science. I was like; “Maybe if I’m 
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exposed more often and I get to see them in a different light, I’ll actually develop 
some sort of affinity for them.” (Vega) 
 For Polaris the fact that Helio would be focused on STEM fields was not only a 
benefit, but also the core attraction for her as a self identified STEM student 
…knowing that it did focus on the four STEM fields and those are what I was really 
interested in, so it was kind of an opportunity. 
 You naturally gravitated toward- 
Yeah. It was kind of an opportunity for me to see more of that and I didn’t know 
what Quasar could offer me, but I knew that, of course, they had those classes. 
And then they always talk about the college credits and stuff like that, and you 
can see more colleges, and, I don’t know- it was really interesting to me.  And the 
atmosphere that they always talked about was cool- like the college atmosphere 
and that it was more close-knit was kind of cool. (Polaris) 
Retention in a Rigorous Environment 
 Each of the student participants was asked in detail about their own view of 
STEM with each of the fields addressed individually and specifically with each student. 
The participants discussed their overall coursework in science classes. Please note that 
each student is required as a sophomore to take two science classes simultaneously 
chemistry and biology, is in addition to freshmen year’s requirement to take physics 
alongside of engineering. Additionally, the students were asked about their experiences 
with technology in classes, and their mathematics courses as well, which are required for 
all four years of coursework at Helio, but vary based on the student’s skill level. This 
provided an interesting insight into the student’s perceptions of themselves as individuals 
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and learners, as well as revealing the student participants feelings regarding an affinity 
for the STEM fields.  
 Starting with science classes the participants agreed that while the school itself is 
STEM focused, being a great science student was not necessary to be a successful student 
at Helio. 
Do you think that personally- your opinion- you have to be a really good student 
in science to be able to be successful here at STEM? 
 No. 
 Any experiences that you’ve had with that personally?  
 Well, like I said with Physics- physics and Chem were not good for me but… 
But you had Bio to fall back on, so do you think it would be different if you didn’t 
have that Bio piece? 
No, not necessarily, because there’s always kids who- their niche is in English and 
they can do well with their writings and their works in English and History and 
even in Math and you can transfer that through all your classes so maybe you don’t 
understand the data part of physics or the memorization of all these components for 
bio, but you can still transfer your skills in one class to all the other classes. 
(Polaris) 
However, the same student noted that she was aware of the differences in her 
science classes than with the classes her peers at Pulsar and Quasar were taking in 
comparison to the content taught to them at Helio. This resulted in her having a very 
positive attitude towards her classwork 
Do you feel like you have more science work than people you know that don’t 
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go to STEM? Like, do you feel like you spend more time doing class prep, or 
homework, or whatever you want to call it, or reading? 
 I mean, yes, but I think it’s necessary for us. 
 The classes are that different that they kind of demand that? 
Yeah. With our curriculum, I know it’s so much more different than what they’re 
teaching at Quasar and Pulsar that, maybe they’ll have a worksheet or a lab that 
they’ll have to do, but all the work that we get here is kind of necessary to 
understand everything and do well. (Polaris) 
 Bellatrix felt it was beneficial to be strong at sciences as it provided benefits to your 
understanding in other coursework 
Would you say you have to be a good science student to be a good STEM 
student here at the Helio? 
No. Certainly I think it helps. Even more so than math, I think science is kind of 
formative in the Helio experience just because you have the opportunity to take two 
for IB, you have to take two in your sophomore year, and it’s just, even in term of 
numbers, it’s a big part of the curriculum. And I think it definitely informs a lot of 
the things we do here, so being a science student who is adept at it would definitely 
help, but I don’t think it’s necessary if you’re willing to study that much. (Bellatrix) 
Only one of the participants stated a need to be a good science student to be 
successful at Helio elaborating on why she felt this was the case, and ultimately, they 
revealed that it was the burden of choice all students at Helio face when entering into the 
IB Programme and a mandatory two-year science class 
Do you think you need to be a Science student to be able to be successful here? 
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Whether it’s Physics, Bio, Chem…? 
 I think a little bit. 
 A little bit? 
I would say so because being able- that’s the one class we get to choose, is our 
science class, so that’s where we feel some leniency with what you feel more 
interested in or what you were best at. So I feel like you have to have some kind of 
fundamental and basics of what- of either three of the sciences to be able to succeed 
in your other classes because then you also have to choose a pathway class and so 
that might relate to your science course if you choose that route.  
 Were you able to set up a system that it worked for you? 
Um-Hm.  I took Biology as my HL and then I took Health & Medicine, and we talk 
a lot about Biology. (Mirzam) 
 Given the student’s ability to self-select their science class or classes in their final 
two years at Helio, it was expected to see a variety of responses with student responses. 
Yet, the students were still able to find support from their teachers and as such remain 
highly engaged in their science course work. The only other field of STEM that allowed 
for variation in student schedules was their math classes. This is the result of the students 
placed into classes based on their ability levels, the only courses to do so at Helio. Yet 
surprisingly the students once again felt that this was not necessary to be a successful 
student at Helio. Whereas the ability to choose their science based on interest potentially 
caused some anxiety for the students, being placed into classes of their ability level 
removed any trepidation on behalf of the same student, who saw this assignment as a call 
to action for herself 
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Let me ask you this. Do you think you need to be a good math student to be 
successful here? 
 I don’t think so. I don’t think you need to be a good math student to be successful. 
Because that was the perception. Especially we hear that with the eighth 
graders who are applying think, “Oh, if I’m not super-S.T.E.M. it’s…” 
Well I wasn’t really at math necessarily in middle school. I was always in the lower 
levels and I was comfortable there. And then I forced myself to be in the higher-
level class, which was harder for me but I wasn’t necessarily good at it. I think it’s 
just- you don’t have to be good at it; you just have to master your own personal 
problems with math. So you don’t have to try to force yourself to understand the 
whole concept- as long as you get little pieces of it, you’ll be able to figure out a 
problem and it might take you a little while. I think it’s just learning not to rush 
through problems and just making sure you understand little pieces and not trying 
to put the whole puzzle together right away. (Mirzam) 
Bellatrix even went so far as to mention that the leveling that occurs in math classes 
allows students a greater degree of comfort with a topic that is often seen as difficult for 
students. 
Would you say in your opinion, do you need to be a good math student to be 
successful here? 
No. I mean, you certainly need to have a basic level of understanding and a 
willingness to work at your math skills, but I don’t think that an inherit competency 
is really necessary because there is leveling that exists when you get to the IB. 
There’s even leveling in math in the other years, which is different from other 
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subjects. So it’s kind of tailor-made to students who might not be the best at math 
naturally. And if you know that and can recognize that in yourself, you can take 
classes at your level and you can do really well in them if you put in work. So I 
think that its all about knowing your strengths (Bellatrix). 
Polaris ultimately saw that math had managed to ingratiate itself into her non-math 
classes, yet she ultimately relented that it was not a required component for success at 
Helio.  
 Do you think you need to be great at math to be able to come here? 
 It definitely helps because of the work that we do in all of the other classes. 
You mean, not just because of the math classes but how math seeps into other 
classes? 
Yeah. Because we have Algebra that works its way into all the science classes and 
engineering. 
 Except Bio. 
Except Bio! Until you got the statistics in there and then it was, “Oh, more math. 
Yay.”  But yeah, except for English and History and Art and stuff like that, it 
definitely helps to understand math to your potential, but, I mean, I’m not the 
greatest math student and I’m doing fine. (Olivia) 
Helio itself does not formally offer any technology specific courses. Despite the 
fact every student is issued a laptop to use for the time they enrolled at Helio. This 
resulted in technology becoming ubiquitous and, as such, a non-issue for the student 
participants, who developed skills that they needed for when they needed them, before  
transferring those skills to other classes and assignments. 
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OK. How about how general technology is here? Let me rephrase that. How’s 
your technology experience here? 
My technology experience- I’ve definitely developed more care with that. I know 
even having a laptop as our main work… thing- I don’t know what it is! 
 Me understand! 
It helps a lot because you know how to fix problems with that and then, like I 
said, you can transfer your skills with that to anything else. So like, working with 
the Macs here and the computers down in Engineering and working on 
SolidWorks down there- you can understand things like that and working with 
Google Drive even stuff like that people don’t understand how to understand that. 
Do you feel like you’re a little more… what’s the word I want to use here?... I 
want to say able to handle technology things as they come up? Because there 
are some people who, when something goes wrong with their computer are 
just, “I’m done.” 
    “I’m throwing it away.”  
   I married one of those! It’s OK.  But other people just try to figure it out 
and    
   troubleshoot it and that type of thing. 
Exactly. Like with our old, little, dinky laptops- which is what we have, and it’s 
fine- there’s a lot of problems that come up with it and normally we can work 
through it until there’s a screen problem where literally you can’t see half of the 
screen and then you’ve got to take that to Tech, and that’s fine. That’s how it’s 
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going to happen, but everything else I think I’m able to work through. And it’s 
definitely helped being here (Bellatrix). 
Vega, as a member of the first students to attend and graduate from Helio, 
experienced the programs tweaks in the first years, but through her teachers use of 
technology as a teaching tool came to discover something about herself that she had not 
realized prior. 
Were there any tech classes that you took or anything that fit that bill for you? 
Because different students have different experiences as the programs change, so 
I’m not sure how early on… 
I took the Applied Science pathway. We didn’t do a ton of tech at all in my classes. 
I did- I don’t know what it was called- I did take a class with Mr. S and it wasn’t 
engineering, but it might have been an engineering pathway. 
 Like an exploration? 
Kind of. I don’t know what it was called, but I did take a class with Mr. S and in 
that we did like, robotics. We did some kind of design aspect. Pretty much we had 
to design a robot to do something. So that was cool because I had never done 
anything with robotics before and it didn’t take a lot of programming, which I was 
really scared of programming in high school, so I definitely didn’t want to do any 
programming. So it was cool because you had to- you given this robot, you built 
the robot. So I realized, “OK, I’m pretty good with the whole hands-on thing. I 
can assemble this robot. I know how things work. Here.”  And then we had to 
take apart the robot and keep the main features of it and then make it do 
something completely different. So that was cool because I guess it was kind of a 
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design idea. We had to take this robot that had these treads that would go straight 
and we had to make it go up stairs. So that was cool that to come up with a new, 
OK, how are we going to make this happen? And my team was successful in 
getting it up the staircase. So that was really cool. I really enjoyed that class. It 
was something I never thought I would have enjoyed doing robotics. 
The final aspect of STEM at Helio is the engineering program. All incoming 
freshmen must take an introduction to engineering course, however, many students 
choose via electives to continue their studies in engineering even into the IB program 
itself, which offers engineering as an elective for students to complete their IB 
coursework. Only one of the four selected students choose to pursue the engineering 
coursework beyond freshmen year, despite that it was the introduction course and her 
teacher that had a larger impact on Bellatrix’s worldview 
So do you think you have to be into Engineering or tangentially loving it, or is 
it ok to hate engineering and you can still be successful here? Not freshman 
year, probably. 
 Not freshman year, no! That’s very important! 
Did you learn anything from that engineering class that you were able to carry 
over? Because you talked about carrying stuff over into other classes. Has 
anything really- not into Design Tech- but has anything bled over into other 
areas for you? 
Well with Mrs. A, she was really big on organization and getting your things done 
and knowing that- she had this thing called “grit”- and it was just getting and 
knowing that you can get things and being rough around the edges but that being a 
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good thing because you can just build yourself up and work with things. Even when 
bad things come up and you’ve just got to push through. You know, bad 
assignments will come and you’ve got to get through them. You’ve got to get them 
done, but do your best work while you’re doing that. And that kind of carried with 
me, so that was good. 
Despite her only participating in the mandatory freshmen year engineering course, 
Bellatrix learned quite a bit about herself through the class and her classwork 
 Have you taken any Engineering outside of freshman year? 
 No. Freshman year Engineering was it for me. 
 Who did you have for that? 
 Mrs. A 
 And how’d that go for you? 
 It was… I’d say it was one of my harder classes. 
What was it about it that was…Was it just that it was so concrete and you’re 
more…? 
Do you remember the capstone project? At the end of the year? Mrs. A, I think 
recognized a sort of assertive streak in me, and she said, “I’m going to put you in a 
group of six boys, none of whom is getting better than a low B or high C in this 
class, because I think you can handle it.” I could handle it. 
 That’s a lot to take on. 
It was a lot to take on and I think she recognized that I was direct enough to do that, 
but it was challenging. It was really challenging to get them to work. 
 So it wasn’t necessarily the class, it was the peers and the interactions. 
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Yeah. And I’ve always struggled more with social interaction than I have with any 
academic thing, so, I mean, that kind of made sense.  And also Engineering was 
hard for me in that I’m not good at working with my hands. So the Rube-Goldberg 
project was a spectacular disaster! It just didn’t work. Nothing caught on fire, so it 
wasn’t a funny story, it just straight-up did not work. 
 Did you feel like it was a frustrating experience for you? 
It was frustrating at the time, but now when I look back on it I learned that I 
definitely don’t want to do that, and I learned that my strengths lie outside of the 
realm of the physical construction of machines and things like that. 
 Which isn’t a bad thing. 
Honestly I think the only time I’ve been in the engineering lab since then is for 
touring. Not very “STEM” of me! 
It’s OK, at least you took the class. Because that’s the thing- nobody at Pulsar 
or Quasar has to take those. People choose to take those. 
 And I wouldn’t have if I didn’t have to, honestly.  
 Do you think it helped make you a better student, then? 
 Yeah. I think it was like a crash course in STEM. 
 When you say a “crash course in STEM”, do you mean our culture? 
 Yeah. Our culture and the different skills that you need to succeed here than 
you would at another school.  
Mirzam had an interesting experience in her freshmen engineering class. Despite 
not continuing on with engineering she recognized its value in the larger Helio 
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experience, but did agree with the other participants that it was not a necessary requisite 
for a successful Helio experience. 
So now we’ll go back through the other ones. Think back to freshman year. 
How was Engineering? 
I actually really liked Engineering. I had Mrs. A, so she was pretty scary but I really 
like her. She’s really fun.  And I liked Engineering because I had never done 
anything really like that using the software and stuff like that, but I think that… I 
kind of wish, thinking back on it, I took an engineering course because I think that 
architecture and stuff like that’s really interesting and any engineering program is 
really worth trying. I think it was hard to learn isotopes and orthographs or 
whatever those things are that you do in that class. I was listening to a freshman 
class the other day and I was like, “Oh my gosh! I remember that!”, but I think 
learning all that stuff is kind of hard as a freshman because you’re like, “What is 
this?” 
 It’s a brand new world. 
Right. It’s completely different. In elementary school…not elementary school, in 
middle school we did…our engineering classes were making things, not using any 
computer software, just kind of using your hands to make a shelf or something. 
 Almost like basic Shop class, not really like engineering. 
 Right. And I liked the projects that we did in Engineering. And we did that project 
 where you had to be a project manager and do this whole prototype thing. 
 The big summit… 
Right. And I loved that project. I thought it was really beneficial; learning how to 
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communicate with people and stuff like that. It was really helpful. 
So I would assume you would also say that you don’t need to be an amazing 
engineering student…  
 Nope. Definitely not.  
 …to be successful here since you didn’t even continue on with engineering.  
 Right. Exactly. 
 And do you feel that didn’t hold you back or anything. 
 No. I don’t think so. Not at all. 
 That was just your choice. 
Yeah. It was just my choice. But I think it would be a cool class to go into if I chose 
to do that. 
The support of the staff at Helio, combined with their use of real life scenarios, 
allowed the participants the chance to grow and to explore these STEM fields in a 
manner that felt both safe and supportive. Additionally, the life lessons embedded within 
the engineering, and the scientific process, or even logical mathematical thought 
processes helped the students to feel comfortable as a learner. Furthermore, the staff of 
the engineering department throughout Helio’s brief history has been predominantly 
female, with the entire department starting completely female in the school’s first year 
and up to the currently three of the five teachers are female, two of which have been with 
the school since its inception. This left a very evident impact on these students, especially 
Vega may have summed it up best:  
So the one thing that I thought was really awesome was that all the Engineering 
teachers at the time were all female. I thought that was really cool, because my tech 
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teachers were always male growing up, in general. And like I said, with my dad I’d 
always seen male engineers, so when I saw there were three women 
engineering/tech teachers, I thought that was really cool. (Vega) 
These students were clearly challenged by their teaching staff, as well as through their 
coursework, yet none expressed any regret in their decision to attend a STEM focused 
school. The support and encouragement of their families may have been a factor in their 
attraction to the school, but it was ultimately their experience as an engaged student that 
made the decision to stay in the environment an easy one for all four of the participants.  
Overall student experience 
 The participants were also afforded the opportunity in the interviews to reflect on 
their time at Helio, and their decision to stay with the program despite the challenges they 
encountered. 
So I think the Helio experience- you could ask 50 different people and get 50 
different answers- because the Helio experience is so unique for every different 
person- because we have so many outlets of creativity and opportunity- that you 
can go so many different ways and be just as successful here. So I think that’s one 
of my favorite parts about the Helio experience is that it can be different for 
everybody. So I think my experience, while I learned pretty much the same things 
academically, I grew in a completely different way than the girl next to me- that 
she would have grown to. So I think a lot of the foundations for Helio and the 
encouragement, and the process, and the project-based learning, and all of that 
aspect is universal and helps students as a whole, but I think the different 
connections you make- because everyone has a connection with a teacher, so one 
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person might connect with a different teacher than I connected with so they have a 
different experience through that. So that was the one thing with Helio that I 
thought was so awesome, too, was that everyone’s experience was completely 
different. No one had the same experience that I had, but I think you could argue 
that a lot of the typical high school experiences are very similar- everybody takes 
the same classes, no one really talks to their teachers, they kind of do the same 
thing. So here I think it’s awesome that everyone can have a completely unique 
experience with the same group of people, with the same curriculum, with the 
same understanding because we’re all doing the same thing too.(Vega) 
 The students embraced the new world in which they found themselves and they 
never felt out of place. In fact, they enjoyed that at Helio they were grouped with students 
of varying ability levels, but with a shared interest because of what they could learn from 
students they might not otherwise have encountered had they been in a traditional high 
school setting 
That’s very different than the way it is here because we put everybody, 
regardless of skill level, it’s what class you want to take, so it’s a very different 
experience than what you got here. 
 And I liked that a lot, coming here. 
 What was it that you liked about that? 
I liked that it was challenging for everybody. I also…well, I don’t know if this is a 
like or a dislike, but it was kind of different for me to…I wasn’t the smartest 
person, but I wasn’t the dumbest person. Usually in my class, when I went to 
Quasar, I was definitely one of the smarter people. And then when I went to, like 
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when I was in those high level classes in my other schools, I was one of the dumber 
people. 
 But you’re in the smarter class. 
Yeah, exactly. It’s that whole mentality that you’re in the smart class, but you’re 
still dumb. You know, I even feel that sometimes in college, too. I’m in these 
classes, so for me my group of friends are just really, really smart. So I get a 91% 
on an exam and I’m like, “Great! Cool! I got a 91%!” and my friends get 100’s. 
 But a 91 is still really good! 
Right, and then half the kids fail! So it was kind of cool being here at Helio. It was 
the first time I experienced that; where we were all in the same class and I wasn’t 
the smartest one, but I wasn’t the dumbest one either, but we were all in the same 
class. So it was kind of cool having different inputs from everybody. And I even 
noticed, too- and I said this before- that it was awesome not to be separated from 
those kids because everyone can bring a different something, you know, when you 
don’t have tracking? So theres some kids who might not be super great at math, for 
instance, but if you have to do a presentation, they’d be a great public speaker. So I 
think it was cool not having the tracking in high school that I did have when I was 
growing up, I guess. (Vega) 
It’s one of the nice, distinct features that we have because even at Pulsar and 
Quasar, the other two schools in the district, you don’t really get that. You get put 
in at that level so you really don’t get that exposure that you got here. (Bellatrix) 
You’ve talked a lot about this, kind of a little bit- the culture here. How do you 
think it’s impacted you? 
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It’s definitely allowed me to be more myself, I think. Because when you’re younger 
you really don’t know what to be because there’s those standards and all the 
stereotypes and cliques and people are like, “Oh, there’s no cliques in middle 
school.”  There’s cliques in middle school. 
 That’s all there is! 
There’s cliques in high school. There’s cliques everywhere. Don’t worry about it. 
But here- we’re all nerds. There’s still some cliques- there’s the super-nerdy math 
nerds or the lacrosse nerds, but we still understand, like there’s a common bond 
between us. 
 The experience at Helio.  
The experience. And it is like a home. It is like a family here because even being a 
junior, I can still go talk to my freshman teachers. And I can still just walk up to 
someone I don’t necessarily talk to everyday and I can still hold a conversation with 
them. At Quasar if you saw a random person in the hallway and went, “Hey! How’s 
your day going?” they’d be like “Why are you talking to me? Are you in my class?” 
“Yeah, I’m in your Bio class.” “Really?” “Yeah.” (Polaris) 
 Each of these students has within them a desire to accomplish great things as well 
as the belief that they actually can go and accomplish great things. Rather they see 
themselves as just someone who isn’t afraid of hard work and what it will earn them, 
“Yeah, you don’t have to be a stellar student to succeed here; you just have to have some 
sort of motivation and a basic level of competency” (Bellatrix). 
Results and Interpretations 
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 The data that ultimately results from this study shed light on a few key points for 
these students. When specifically asked about role models each student took some time to 
come to an answer. However, the answers ultimately showed that having strong female 
teachers and role models within the school for the students to aspire towards did not 
appear to have much weight on the students decision to attend school in the rigorous 
environment that is Helio. On several occasions they shared positive experience with 
teachers though and there did not appear to be a preference on behalf of the students for a 
male over a female or vice versa. Rather, the factor that mattered most to these students 
was that no matter who they were working with, their educational experiences were 
positive factor for them, whether the students realized this or not. This resulted in the 
students feeling highly supported in their education.  
 These students knew that no matter what circumstances they might encounter in 
their classes, they had a supportive network around them. The primary focus on having a 
teaching staff that was willing to challenge students intellectually while simultaneously 
supporting them and allowing them to fail. However, when the student failed the teaching 
staff used those errors as learning opportunities for the student to help them to grow and 
to truly learn and understand what they had been tasked to learn. The model for School 
Helio is such that there is ample trust placed in both the students and their desire to learn. 
It seems that the teaching staff understand this and has provided these students with a 
framework that gives them freedom to learn and to fail, but to do so in a way where the 
students feel treated as adults and respected. This felling of mutual respect is a 
transaction between the teaching staff and the students. Both parties from the student’s 
perspective as uncovered through this study seem to have a deep and profound respect for 
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the hard work that the other is doing. While this may be the case in any school, Helio is 
also a school with a smaller population that allows the teachers more opportunities to 
connect with their students to become invested in their education, not just for one 
academic year, but for their entire high school career.  
 It is the belief of the researcher that this can happen in any school environment, 
however Helio has established a culture as a newly created school where this is not only 
the case but also what is expected on behalf of all stakeholders. As a new school, Helio 
had the opportunity of a fresh start, and changing the conversation about what education 
is supposed to be and what the role of the teacher and the student needs to be in the 
current era. Given that most schools have not changed their format in over one hundred 
years of practicing education, Helio as a school has sought to change that equation in as 
many ways as is possible. Students do not sit in rows of desks, but rather desks are 
arranged to allow for collaboration and group work. Furthermore students are able to 
work throughout the building in an open campus model. This allows students to break 
away from the traditional model even more as they choose to work where they are 
comfortable and engaged. Students also have the luxury of a laptop as the school has a 
one to one technology initiative, which allows students to be away from the classroom 
yet still participating in learning. Each of the students who participated in this study 
acknowledged that this trust and respect empowered to them to feel that they were finally 
more directly involved and engaged in their own education. 
 It is the belief of this researcher that the experiences that were shared for this 
study are not unique at Helio and that all students have the opportunity to be engaged and 
involved in their learning. Additionally, while Helio is a STEM based school, the 
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students are constantly applying the concepts they learn in real world scenarios, often 
using collaborative based work to accomplish their goals. As such the students see the 
real world application of the content and are able to directly implement their learning. 
Finally, given the rigorous nature of the IB program the students are prepared for their 
culminating high school experience, the three week long battery of IB testing as well as 
the internally assessed projects that also count towards their completion of the program, 
from the first day of their first year at Helio. The goals are clear and all students are 
working towards achieving them. However, despite this the students see each other as 
equals experiencing the same trials and tribulations. This has allowed for a supportive 
peer group to form, as the students have a common enemy that they all must face. 
Summary 
 The results of this study can be summed up in a few words that every educational 
institution aspires to have as its descriptors: supportive, and positive specifically 
concerning the teaching staff. If the students feel that the teaching staff is genuinely 
invested in them and their education as well as knowing that it is acceptable to not 
succeed the students seem to feel as if nothing can stop them from achieving their goals. 
While initially the study wanted to know what specifically about the program at Helio 
that attracted and retained these female students to this rigorous program, it has 
ultimately discovered, in the belief of the researcher that most if not all students would 
benefit in some manner from an environment like Helio’s. 
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STEM Education: 
Attracting and Retaining Female Students in Secondary STEM Programs. 
Chapter 5 Conclusions and Recommendations 
Introduction 
 This study sought to develop an understanding of why a rigorous STEM based 
high school environment seemed to have no problem attracting and retaining female 
students to its program. Taking into consideration the research on the importance of role 
models and family influence on a female students desire to pursue STEM fields one of 
the interviews was dedicated to understanding who these students felt were role models, 
as well as looking for trends within their family’s structure.  
 Of the four students involved in this study, all had a supportive home 
environments. All still having contact if not living with both parents as well as members 
of their extended families.  In addition to feeling supported at home, their teachers also 
played a pivotal role for these students, by challenging and supporting them while giving 
them permission to fail. Ultimately, it was the culture of belief which focused on a 
growth mindset that has transformed the way learning occurs at Helio. The students, staff 
and many of the other stake holding groups have embraced this paradigm shift as they 
witness that the students are meeting with high degrees of success. 
Attraction to a STEM Environment 
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 In terms of their attraction to the school and its program, there must be more 
insight provided from further studies, specifically studies which could factor in the 
influence of parents on student decisions. This is an area this study did not examine, as 
the focus was on the program itself. However, the trends in student answers showed that 
their parents played a significant factor in their decision to attend a rigorous program, and 
undoubtedly influenced the students desire to stay with the program. The student 
participants felt supported at home and in many cases encouraged, and empowered to 
make the most of their experience at Helio. It is without question that regardless of the 
environment the student participants of this study felt encouraged supported and 
empowered by the adults around them to take on new challenges.  
Retaining Students in a Rigorous STEM Environment 
In terms of retaining these students once they were accepted into the program, it 
again must be stated that these students no matter what tasks they encountered felt their 
teaching staff supported them. There were very few specific comments that detracted 
from the teaching staff presented by the student participants. These comments focused on 
the student’s feelings about their teachers not supporting their extra curricular activities. 
It is, however, the belief of the researcher that given the model present at Helio, where 
students attend their home school’s sporting and extra curricular events, that this would 
be remedied if these activities were shifted to take place at Helio. The students 
acknowledge that they desired this support from the instructional staff, but also 
understood that their teacher’s main focus was on the student’s academic performance. 
Student engagement was reported as very high across all areas.  
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 Nonetheless, all students commented in some respect that they viewed their 
relationships with their instructional staff to be closer than those experienced by their 
peers at the traditional high schools in School District Nova. Also these relationships 
were focused on what took place in the classroom, the art of teaching and the act of 
learning, the main focus of any academic institution.  
Despite having a desire to apply and attend a school such as Helio, these students 
did not view themselves as overly STEM focused students, or even necessarily did they 
self identify as STEM students. The main focus on their attraction to Helio seemed to be 
the result of a supporting and encouraging home environment, combined with the aspects 
of Helio that were non traditional in compared to the environments at Quasar and Pulsar.  
Conclusions  
 The model for education in America has remained predominantly unchanged for 
the past one hundred years. With a simple Internet search one can find pictures of 
classrooms from over one hundred years ago that mirror the widespread model of 
classrooms still today. Children sit in seats and are taught. The student’s job is to learn, 
the teachers, to simply teach. Students then regurgitate the information on a 
memorization-based assessment and then proceed to the next objective to learn. In this 
model the student is passive and rarely engaged in their learning. Given all that has been 
studied and learned over the past one hundred years, it is astonishing that we continue to 
employ this model of education, and even more so when one considers the current digital 
world that students are growing up in today. Education in America needs to change itself 
and to become a welcome place where students can explore and learn how to be prepared 
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for what the world will have in store for them when they leave their studies for 
employment. 
Recommendations  
 School improvement will no doubt continue to be a focus for many years to come.  
There has not yet been a solution to cure all of the ills present in education. Furthermore, 
the United States will continue to lag behind other developed countries on PISA testing, 
because  the mandated testing in education does not focus on a science as was discussed 
by Chappell in their research. This is but one factor that has caused student performance 
in America to stagnate (Chappell, 2013). True meaningful change of the system cannot 
and should not be imposed overnight. Wayman discussed in his research the fact that 
teachers are very willing to make necessary changes to help their students grow and 
succeed (Wayman, 2005). The issue is that teachers require a clear vision and mission to 
follow to make these gains. Unless they are provided with a framework, results will be 
inconsistent at best. Rather a discussion of the state of American Education needs to 
occur. A conversation where the participants do not shy away from these changes and 
challenges, but rather where they seek to understand how best they can begin to work to 
change the system in a positive way. This conversation should not focus on why things 
cannot change, but rather on why they need to change and then a discussion of how that 
change will occur. We continue to do our students a disservice by using the factory model 
of education when most students will never work in a factory system. We need to truly 
prepare them for what the world will need them to accomplish so that we can continue to 
move forward as a population. It will ultimately be up to school leaders to begin the shift 
in the current model. One teacher may be able to make an impact, but when the entire 
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system shifts and the school embraces a culture of learning that is truly supportive for 
students, there are few limits to what students will be able to achieve. 
Recommendations for further study 
 This study is merely one of the first steps in making the necessary changes to the 
way we teach students in the 21st century educational system. However what the best 
model is moving forward has yet to be determined. While School Helio has had 
tremendous success with their new philosophy, there are many schools out there having 
great success with their students and all of these successes need to be taken into 
consideration. While many are aware that as educators we should be reflective in our 
practice, and constantly working to improve what we do in the classrooms with students, 
there are any numbers of issues that can complicate that process. These issues must be 
met as they arise and dealt with in a manner that allows true change to occur so that all 
students can learn and be prepared for the world outside of our classrooms. One cannot 
underestimate the value of students feeling supported and engaged in their learning, as it 
appears they are at Helio and at the schools studied by Hoy et al. which advocated for 
academic optimism and students achieving at higher levels than previously believed (Hoy 
et al., 2006).   It is recommended that more research be done into this positive mindset 
and the how teachers can foster that space, especially for students who may feel 
marginalized as many minority students do and as is the case with females in STEM 
fields. Furthermore, given Dweck’s positive mindset, and the impact it had on the student 
participants of this study, it certainly bears additional investigation (Dweck, 2006). 
This study did not fully investigate the role of the parents and home life and how 
it could relate to this study. It is recommended for further study that the parents approach 
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to their students in a rigorous environment like Helio, versus what they may feel they 
already to some extant already understood themselves, such as a traditional high school 
experience may in fact result in a different style of parenting and support. Additionally, 
this study was conducted in an affluent school district. This affluence may have allowed 
for a greater degree of parental involvement, and it should be examined if this degree of 
parental involvement was an extension of the affluence, or if the support provided to the 
students by their family was a result of the program the students had chosen to pursue. 
Given the affluence of the district it may be far easier to engage students when provided 
with top of the line technology tools to accomplish the task. Specifically, the abundance 
of interactive white boards, the school having a one-to-one laptop initiative that is 
dominated by Apple product selection, as well as the pay of the teaching staff are all 
factors commonly found in suburban districts, and could potentially impact a student’s 
decision to stay in a magnet school. It should be mentioned here that the other two 
traditional high schools, Pulsar and Quasar, at the time of this study did not have all of 
these devices with the frequency that the Helio staff were provided. Furthermore, the 
participants discussed how easy it was for them to seek out their instructional staff and to 
work through the issues they had in their own understanding. It would be worth exploring 
the other side of this relationship, as it would be interesting to review if the teachers are 
perceiving themselves are meeting students who have a higher level of engagement than 
their peers in traditional schools. Essentially, that the culture at Helio has created an 
environment where the students are highly motivated and engaged, which may be 
necessitating a different approach from the teaching staff themselves, and if their 
perceptions of this academic discourse is engaging for the staff as well.  
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The district’s parents saw a new opportunity for their children and encouraged 
them to pursue it not based on any specific attraction to STEM or STEM fields, but rather 
on the environment that Helio would provide for the students. Again, these parents had a 
preexisting context for a traditional high school experience, with all participants reporting 
that every parent had a four-year degree, and in several instances even more advanced 
degrees. As such, the parents of these students would be worth studying as well to 
determine if this alternative environment appealed to them given their understanding of a 
traditional high school environment or if they, in knowing their daughters well saw that 
the environment would be more beneficial to their daughters.  
 Additionally, it would be worth studying this perspective from the point of view 
of the instructional staff to determine how they feel their instructional experience differs 
from a traditional high school model. It may be that in knowing that every student has 
applied and in some respect made a decision to attend the program that Helio has, forces 
the teachers to approach their lesson planning from a different mindset. Furthermore, the 
environment of Helio itself, with its open model campus that allows students more 
freedoms and as such requires maturity, as well as the focus on collaborative learning and 
project based learning that results in the unique culture of Helio may have created this 
scenario, and merits further study. It is also worth studying this further as it as resulted in 
students enjoying their high school experience differently, and it would appear in a more 
positive light, something that only increases student engagement as well as student 
achievement. It would be interesting to conduct this study at a STEM based school, that 
is more of a traditional high school experience to compare the student’s viewpoints of 
their support and engagement.  
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 There will never be a silver bullet solution for student engagement, but when 
positive gains are made we need to foster those gains to allow their growth to be carried 
out to fruition, and also understand that change so that its positive aspects that can be 
incorporated into other school environments, can be recreated and studied even further. 
Education has never been about finding this a simple solution; it has always been about 
empowering the individual, and it may be that Helio has managed to figure this out, how 
to empower its students so that they feel safe to learn and to fail and grow not just as 
students but also as people. This is further supported by the work of Boone and his 
research into AVID programs. Programs like this seem to make the most of helping 
students and teachers differentiate in a meaningful way that allows learning to happen 
and students to grow and achieve (Boone, 2006) It is clear from the interviews that the 
positive approach fostered by the students and supported by the staff and the community 
at Helio had an undeniable impact of the student participants of this study.  Each of the 
students spoke highly of their level of support and engagement by all of their teachers, 
and as such bears further investigation into just how far reaching a program structured 
around its beliefs.  
 This is especially true for female students, even more so for those who have 
decided to pursue STEM fields. This positivity leads itself to students building more 
concrete mentoring relationships with their teachers, which as Emeagwali in 2016 
showed in her work is essential to students choosing to see a program through to its 
completion. It would be interesting to see if these positive mentoring relationships can be 
made with male mentors and female students, and would be worth investigating further.  
Summary 
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 Learning needs to be a positive experience for the learner, and the outdated model 
currently in use across the country will only continue to yield limited results as students 
continue to change and adapt to the new world they live in and their schools choose to 
remain based in traditional models. Students are livingin an era with technology not only 
being ubiquitous but also becoming more and more pervasive as wearable technologies 
and virtual reality become commonplace; these students must be met in the environment 
that they currently live in, lining them up in rows and telling them what they should know 
has lost relevance in a world where the answers are a few clicks away on a smartphone. 
The reality is that these students live in an ever changing and faster paced world than any 
generation before. If we are to provide them with the tools they need to succeed in this 
environment, they we must begin by joining them in the digital world they occupy. As 
such, educators need to meet them where they live and challenge them to grow as 
learners and as people. When these conditions are allowed to transpire as they have at 
Helio, learning not only survives but also thrives, and students are happy to attend school, 
and to be challenged.  
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